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Director’s Message
After a successful 17 years at IBM, it was not an obvious choice
to continue my scientific quest in Korea. In fact after 5 years here, the
curiosity about my choice remains consistent. Please let me tell you why I
came, what we at QNS have accomplished so far, and where we’re headed.

Why I came to Korea and what I came here to do
My personal and scientific life in California were perfect, results
were good, we made award-winning wine as a hobby, and my wife was a
successful entrepreneur. But when we looked at staying where we were
for the rest of our lives, we still wanted to be tested and grow.
After conducting a worldwide search, I concluded that the most
exciting and enticing opportunity was with the Institute for Basic
Science in Korea. It was a surprising choice for those unfamiliar with the
institution and the country, but after 5 years I am even more convinced
of this opportunity than when I signed the contract.
Why? To begin with, Korea is fast, dynamic, and embraces change.
Our state-of-the-art facility alone could not have been built with the pace
and quality in the US or Europe. I came here as the pioneer of quantum
spins on surfaces, but my aspiration was to become a powerful force in
the emerging field of quantum nanoscience. To accomplish this I started by gathering leading scientists from around
the world to help me define the field, the result was to sharpen the focus on quantum coherence. By holding events
and writing a seminal paper, other leading researchers from seemingly disparate fields now recognize themselves as
part of this common field of quantum-coherent nanoscience.

What we’ve accomplished
To continue my answer of ‘why Korea’, I point to the pace and scale of what our start-up research center has
been able to accomplish in terms of both speed and excellence. Combining these with exposure to IBM’s world-class
scientific culture has resulted in achievements that are nothing short of remarkable.
Please enjoy the beauty of QNS’s research highlights at a glance, keeping in mind these are just for the first 5
years of our center’s existence.

First hyperfine spectrum of single atoms on surfaces
Willke et al., Science 362, 336-339 (2018)

What: QNS researchers were the first to measure the
interaction between the nuclear and the electron spins of
individual atoms on a surface.

How: Our researchers used an ESR-STM to measure the
hyperfine interaction of individual atoms.

Why: This work was the first measurement and control of
the hyperfine interaction between a nucleus and electrons
of single atoms on a surface. The ability of STM to control
the atom’s location on a surface and the sensitivity of the
hyperfine coupling on the atom’s immediate environment
highlight the unique advantage of ESR-STM behind the
combination of high energy and spatial resolution.
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ESR spectroscopy on single molecules in an STM
Zhang et al., Nature Chemistry 14, 59 (2022)

DOI: 10.1038/s41557-021-00827-7

What: We demonstrated the first ESR-STM measurements
of magnetic molecules on surfaces.

How: QNS used our ESR-STM machine “Alice” to measure
the ESR spectrum of individual iron-phthalocyanine
molecules on a surface. We were also able to characterize
more complex assemblies of the same molecules.

Why: Demonstrating that ESR in an STM is not limited to
single adsorbed magnetic atoms is a crucial step towards
new platforms for surface spins. Our work demonstrated
that spins hosted in molecules can be used for quantum
coherent control of surface spins, enabling us to harness the
power of chemical ligand engineering to build well-ordered
structures of surface spins.
We were further able to demonstrate for the
first time on the single molecule level the role of ligands in
mediating the superexchange between dimers of molecules
– a fact well known in magnetochemistry but never
demonstrated on such a fundamental level.

Single atom magnets with record-high magnetic anisotropy
Singha et al., Nat. Commun. 12, 4179 (2021)

DOI: 10.1038/s41467-021-24465-2

What: We discovered a novel single atom magnet with
record-high magnetic anisotropy, largest among surface
spins.

How: We used our “Alice” STM to measure and initialize the
magnetic states of Dy atoms on MgO using spin-polarized
tunneling electrons In addition, we prove the use of these
atoms as atomic-scale permanent magnets to tune the
resonance frequency of neighboring spins.

Why: Stable single-atom magnets are critical building blocks
for either atomic-scale storage or as local magnetic driving
fields for surface spin qubits. We maximized their magnetic
stability by attaining the largest magnetic anisotropy energy
to date, which is a key aspect to minimize the perturbations
to neighboring spins.
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First orbital-resolved characterization of surface lanthanide atoms
Singha et al., ACS Nano, 15, 16162 (2021)

DOI: 10.1021/acsnano.1c05026

What: We measured for the first time the spin
configuration of individual sub-shells in lanthanide
atoms on surfaces.

How: Using a combination of synchrotron X-ray
radiation and theoretical approaches, we mapped
the orbital configuration of the 4f, 5d and 6p valence
shells of Gd and Ho on MgO films. This is the first study
that determines the detailed outer-shell configuration
and charge state of lanthanide atoms adsorbed on a
surface.

Why: Unpaired spins in the outer shells enable large
signal-to-noise ratio in transport read-out of singleatom magnets as well as rare-earth based qubits on
surfaces. We developed a combined experimental
and theoretical approach to identify systems with this
feature.

Establish a platform to control individual spin qubits on surfaces
Yang et al., Science 366, 509-512 (2019)

What: We achieved the first coherent control of individual
spins on a surface.

How: We integrated advanced spin control protocols
such as Ramsey fringes and spin echo in ESR-STM. Using
multi-pulse schemes, we clarified the different coherence
mechanisms, and more importantly, improved the spin
coherence by cancelling the slow fluctuating magnetic field
from the environment. To the best of our knowledge these
techniques are only available at IBM and QNS.

Why: Being able to drive ESR transitions of a single electron
in an STM is an achievement in itself but being able to
perform it coherently is a critical step towards coherent
quantum control of surface spins. This work is the first
demonstration that it is possible to use surface spins as
elementary quantum bits.
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Where we’re headed
I’m excited for this opportunity to share QNS’s first 5 years with you. I’m very proud of what we’ve accomplished
scientifically, and with our instrumentation, facility, and outstanding team we are just ready to really start taking off.
We fully believe that our ambition to be one of the leading research centers in quantum nanoscience in the world will
be successful.
Of course, getting to this point has been enormously challenging. There are also enough potential threats in
the environment that success is far from guaranteed. However, as an early mentor once told me, ‘In Korea nothing is
possible and everything is possible’.
Our team at QNS is united in engineering the quantum future by creating the foundational basic scientific
knowledge that will enable Korean leadership in the dawning quantum era. In this way, I can attempt to repay Korea,
IBS, and Ewha Womans University for the faith placed in me and our future together.

Andreas

Meet QNS!
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Vision of the Center
Quantum nanoscience is a novel research field
at the intersection of quantum and nanoscience. While
essentially all effects at the nanoscale are inherently
quantum effects, the explicit use of these quantum
effects, such as quantum coherence and quantum
superposition at the nanoscale, has only been explored
for the past 2 decades.
The broad field of quantum nanoscience
contains much of modern solid-state physics and large
parts of molecular chemistry. As we get to the core of
quantum nanoscience, we come to the field of quantum-
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coherent nanoscience. Here, quantum effects such
as superposition and entanglement are considered
explicitly and are explored to enable quantum-coherent
functionality. Those functionalities include: quantum
sensing, quantum computing, and many more.
Some prominent systems and materials in
quantum-coherent nanoscience include: lithographically
defined quantum dots in semiconductors, dopants
in semiconductors, point defects in insulators, and
molecular devices. All of those can be studied one
quantum system at a time.

Introduction / Vision of the Center

The Center for Quantum Nanoscience (QNS)
focuses on a new area of quantum-coherent nanoscience
with spins on surfaces, where the quantum states of
atoms and molecules on surfaces are investigated. In
this endeavor, we build and employ specialized tools that
allow us to see atoms, move them into desired atomic
positions and control their quantum states. This allows
us to painstakingly engineer structures atom-by-atom
with the long-term goal of making qubits on surfaces for
quantum information studies.
In just 5 years, QNS has developed from nothing
to a prominent contributor in quantum-coherent
nanoscience. When the director joined IBS, this type of
research was completely new to our host, Ewha Womans
University. This means that systems, structures, and
mindsets had to be newly established by QNS.

QNS is engineering the quantum future by
conducting the basic science research that is laying the
foundation for future quantum technologies through
exploring the use of quantum behavior of atoms and
molecules on surfaces with highest precision. QNS is
supporting Korean leadership in the dawning quantum
era
•
•
•
•

through our research;
through developing our students and post docs
into future quantum researchers;
through increasing the recognition of Korea as a
leader in this field; and
through increasing public understanding of – and
enthusiasm for – quantum nanoscience.

In our fifth year of existence, QNS is well on
its way to becoming a leader in the research topic of
spins on surfaces where we are focusing on single spin
techniques such as Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
(STM) as well as ensemble-averaging techniques such as
x-ray spectroscopy and surface ensemble Electron Spin
Resonance, a novel technique that QNS is developing in
house.

Impact of QNS’s Work for Society
Much of our modern society is based on advances in information technology made over the past five decades,
which have brought us immensely powerful devices such as smartphones. At their core, they rely on information
processing through semiconductor devices with a smallest feature size around 10 nm, an impressive example of topdown nanotechnology. At these small length scales, electrons do not strictly behave as classical particles anymore
and a transistor that is supposed to be in the Off state, can suffer from so-called leakage currents due to the quantum
tunneling of electrons.
Quantum effects have thus arrived at the door step of our devices. While those quantum effects are rather
detrimental, there is another and much more powerful use of quantum effects for information processing. Here, we
replace the classical bits of our computers, which can only be On or Off, with quantum bits that have a much richer
phase space. Those qubits can be both On and Off in a controlled manner, called a quantum superposition. The
resulting field of quantum computation promises powerful algorithms for certain computational tasks if we can master
qubits in a fashion similar to the IT industry with classical bits.
Quantum information science was conceived about 40 years ago and demonstrated experimentally about
10 years later. Nowadays the most advanced qubit systems are based on ions trapped in a vacuum chamber or large
superconducting devices with almost millimeter dimensions and consist of about 50 qubits.

STATUS REPORT FOR THE FIRST 5 YEARS OF IBS QNS
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Goals of the Center
The long-term research goals of QNS pursue quantum-coherent functionality in nanoscale systems on
surfaces. To accomplish this, we:
1.

Explore the quantum coherent manipulation of nanostructures on surfaces

2.

Explore and develop the use of single atoms and molecules as quantum bits for quantum computation using a
‘bottom-up approach’
Extend the achievement of full control of the quantum states to many different atoms and molecules on clean
surfaces and near interfaces in a variety of systems
QNS pioneers new techniques and develops equipment in the pursuit of these goals

3.

In order to achieve these goals, QNS has created a
synergistic research effort in physics, engineering, and chemistry.
Researchers from those fields work together in small teams and
learn from each other.
•

On the engineering side, we are building many research tools
and teaching our students and researchers about systems
engineering.

•

On the chemistry side, we are interested in exploring
molecular qubits on surfaces, and

•

On the physics side we are utilizing the tools of quantum
science and of nanoscience to explore the often-surprising
world of quantum systems.

EN
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PHYSICS
1. Explore the quantum coherent manipulation of
nanostructures on surfaces

Animation
of Surface
Ensemble
ESR

50% achieved
QNS’s primary goal is targeting the quantumcoherent manipulation of spins on surfaces as well as the
controlled engineering of quantum nanostructures. It is a
combined theory and experimental goal.
ESR-STM has only been around for 6 years and
QNS has become the leader in this field. Two remarkable
breakthroughs happened recently. First, in 2021, QNS
found a way to perform quantum coherent driving of two
spins at the same time at two microwave frequencies.
The resulting double resonance spectroscopy revealed
much better quantum properties for a spin that is not in
the tunnel junction. Second, QNS is utilizing pulsed ESRSTM on single atomic/molecular spins on surfaces, which
has been successfully performed only in two STM groups
in the world. These two developments give us great hope
that spins on surfaces can be used as qubits for quantum
information (QNS’s second goal).
In addition to the scanning probe techniques,
QNS has been building a unique research tool for the
study of an ensemble of spins on clean surfaces, which
16

we call the SE-ESR. After 3 years of development, we
are finally ready to compare an ensemble measurement
of spins on a surface with a single-spin measurement by
STM. Scan this QR code above to see an animation of how
the SE-ESR works.
On the theory side, we have learned to develop
the quantum many-body approaches such as multiplet
Hamiltonians in house, which we use in open-quantum
system simulations to model our coherently driven spins
on surfaces.
In some sense, most of QNS’s work is focused on
this goal at the moment. We need to find more suitable
qubit systems and learn to control them experimentally
(QNS goal 3). We also need to develop more tools to
enable us to study them with higher precision and in a
wider array of environments. On the theory side, we are
working on developing means to predict the dynamic
quantum properties of coupled spin systems before we
study them experimentally.

Introduction / Planned Goals of the Center

2. Developing the use of single atoms and molecules as quantum bits
for quantum computation using a ‘bottom-up approach’

20% achieved
QNS’s second and most ambitious goal suggests
using a bottom-up approach to create multiple qubits
on a surface that can be used for quantum information
science and in particular for quantum computation. The
director believes that QNS will have made significant
progress towards this goal by the 8-year review.

In the long run, we are expecting to independently
control multiple electron spins on a surface that are
coupled to each other. This requires the coherent control
of each individual electron spin in pulsed spin resonance
mode. In addition it requires to find a way to perform the
read out of multiple spins.

QNS has laid some of the foundation for achieving
this goal, something that was unthinkable 5 years ago. In
this funding period, we have introduced pulsed ESR which
allows us to create an arbitrary quantum state of a single
qubit. Also, we demonstrated the ability to perform spin
resonance on a spin that is not in the tunnel current of the
STM. This allows us to control more than one spin at the
same time. We believe that QNS is a world leader towards
this goal through: our in-house knowledge; a large and
growing number of world-leading research tools, and our
position as a global research hub in this field.

After having achieved such steps, we will focus
on optimizing the qubits and try to demonstrate quantum
algorithms with 3-10 qubits and possibly include
quantum error correction with spins on surfaces. Many
experimental and theoretical challenges lie ahead for us.

Double electron spin resonance spectroscopy in ESR-STM

STATUS REPORT FOR THE FIRST 5 YEARS OF IBS QNS
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3. Extend the achievement of full control of the quantum states to many different
atoms and molecules on clean surfaces and near interfaces in a variety of
systems

50% achieved
QNS has established itself as a main player in the study of
the quantum states of atoms and molecules on surfaces. We are
using ensemble averaging techniques to study these properties as
well as single spin techniques based on STM and AFM. QNS is using
a mix of home-built and commercial tools to measure the quantum
states of spins on surfaces. For example, QNS has measured the
energy relaxation times of spins on surfaces spanning from 1ns
to about 10,000 s, a range of 13 orders of magnitude. Over this
funding period, we have continued to refine the methods to
measure the static and dynamic properties of spins on surfaces.
Ongoing work towards this goal lies primarily in
broadening the scope of materials where we can control and
measure the spin states and understand their behavior fully.
For example, the coherent manipulation of spins in ESR-STM is
currently limited to only 2 and 3 monolayers of MgO deposited on
Ag. We need to explore - both theoretically and experimentally how to overcome this significant limitation. This includes our focus
on new substrates as well as new spins, where we are working with
molecular qubits as well as qubits consisting of rare earth atoms.
QNS is always looking for new combinations of magnetic
atoms, molecules, and substrates to put them on, aiming to control
and understand their behavior with an eye towards using them for
the other goals described above.

Molecular spin array on surface.
Array of Vanadyl-phthalocyanine (VOPc) molecules
(S = 1/2) on a monolayer of Titanyl- phthalocyanine
(TiOPc) molecules (submitted 2022).

◊ QNS pioneers new techniques and develops equipment
in the pursuit of these goals

75% achieved
QNS uses a mix of commercial and homebuilt
instrumentation to go beyond the capabilities of available
experimental tools.
Over the past 2.5 years, we have developed two
home-built ESR-STM systems. By doing this we extend
our ESR-STM capabilities with much less capital than a
commercial system - at about half the cost.

ensemble ESR that is unique in the world. This tool will
be completed in the coming months at which point we
will be able to use it to measure ensembles of molecular
qubits on surfaces. We believe that QNS will attract many
international collaborations from chemists and other
scientists who are interested in exploring the unique
capabilities of this tool.

Even more importantly, it allows us to be much
more flexible in enabling new measurement capabilities
that would not easily be incorporated in a commercial
system. We have established excellent manufacturing
capacities in Korea, where world-class research tools can
now be developed with QNS’s engineering. At the writing
of this report, QNS is operating two commercial STM
systems, 2 home-built AFM systems, 2 home-built STM
systems, and 2 home-built ESR-STM systems, all of them
operating at low temperatures.

We are planning to extend the use of our state-ofthe-art research tools to other researchers in quantumcoherent nanoscience in Korea and around the world. We
are planning to offer the use of our scanning probe tools
to other highly-qualified users by creating a project called
High-Resolution SPM Center. After some time, we will
include the use of our surface science ESR spectrometer
as well. Opening up our research capabilities will help us
to attract the brightest minds in quantum nanoscience to
Korea and beyond.

Besides our scanning probe developments,
QNS has built a prototype ESR spectrometer for surface

18
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Research Highlights
1. Dual-frequency Control of Two Coupled Spins on a Surface
PIs involved: Andreas Heinrich, Yujeong Bae, Christoph Wolf and Soo-hyon Phark
Publications: arXiv:2108.09880
We recently succeeded in performing the
first double electron spin resonance experiments on
two coupled spins on a surface using our “Alice” and
“Bob” systems. This milestone experiment extends
ESR-STM from the quantum control of single spins
to multiple spins.
ESR-STM has been a powerful technique
due to the vast improvement of the energy resolution
over conventional STM spectroscopy with singlespin sensitivity. Combined with the atomic-scale
spatial resolution and the atom manipulation ability,
this puts ESR-STM at a unique position in quantumcoherent nanoscience. However, a crucial limitation
has been the fact that only one spin in the tunnel
junction could be coherently driven, which severely
limits its potential applications in regard to quantum
information, where qubits need to be coupled to
each other and controlled independently.

Double electron spin resonance in ESR-STM.
(left) STM image of two titanium (Ti) and one iron (Fe) atoms
on MgO. Two Ti spins act as two qubits. Fe is used as a singleatom magnet to drive ESR of Ti-2, which is not in the tunnel
junction. (right) Double resonance spectra measured on Ti-1
while controlling the ESR driving strength of Ti-2 as depicted
in the scheme. The spin population of Ti-2 becomes equal at a
moderate driving strength (VRF2)

In 2021, our two QNS ESR-STM teams
performed double resonance experiments on
coupled Ti atoms on MgO (figure). We used one Ti
spin in the tunnel junction (Ti-1) as an ESR sensor
to measure the spin states of a second Ti spin
(Ti-2), called the ‘remote spin’, which was weakly
coupled to the first. The precisely controlled atomic structure is shown in the figure. The remote spin (Ti-2) can
be resonantly driven by the coupling of the RF electric field from the tip and its interaction with the Fe spin in
proximity, which acts like a classical single-atom magnet. The figure shows three ESR-STM spectra measured on
Ti-1 with a varying ESR driving strength of Ti-2. At the relatively small driving voltage of 30 mV for the remote
spin, a pronounced change in the peak amplitudes was observed, indicating that the populations of the two spin
states of the remote spin can be easily controlled. QNS’s theory team performed model simulations based on
an open quantum system and got excellent agreement with the experiment without free parameters (gray solid
curves). Our double resonance experiments showed that simultaneous, resonant driving of two coupled spins on
a surface is possible.
This breakthrough gives a glimpse at the potential power of controlling multiple qubits on a surface in
an atomically engineered nanostructure by demonstrating the simultaneous, resonant control of two coupled
spins. The teams are currently working on implementing pulsed ESR to this spin system in order to perform
pulsed double resonance experiments.
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2. First Quantum-coherent Control of Spins on Surfaces
PIs involved: Andreas Heinrich, Soo-hyon Phark, Yujeong Bae, Taeyoung Choi (former QNS PI),
and IBM group
Publications: Science 366, 509 (2019),
ACS Nano 115, 17959 (2021)
QNS and IBM researchers demonstrated
the first quantum coherent control of single
atomic and molecular spins on surfaces using STM
equipped with pulsed ESR. Pulsed ESR allows the
coherent control of the quantum states of qubits
and is absolutely essential for quantum-coherent
nanoscience. It is used in many solid-state qubits
such as quantum dots, dopants in semiconductors,
and spin-defects in insulators. An ESR pulse of the
correct frequency, phase, duration, and amplitude
allows the deterministic rotation of the quantum
state of a qubit on its Bloch sphere. However,
prior to this work, ESR-STM had been used
only in continuous wave mode, primarily due to
demanding technical challenges in implementing
pulse-measurement schemes.
In the first work, we used isolated titanium
spins (S=1/2) on MgO. We coherently rotated
their quantum state with RF pulses of a varying
length and then measured the resultant state in
the tunnel current with a spin-polarized tip. An
example of the resulting Rabi oscillation is shown
in the figure. Here the upper curve shows a faster
oscillation of the quantum state as a function of
the pulse length due to a larger driving strength
at higher RF amplitude. We further demonstrated
other standard quantum-coherent measurements
using Ramsey and Hahn echo pulse schemes and
determined the quantum phase coherence times
(T2* and T2 echo) of the spin. The work was performed
in collaboration with IBM on the IBM system
(Science 2019).

Pulsed ESR of a single atom spin.
Scheme of pulsed ESR of a Ti atom on MgO in a STM
(upper). Rabi oscillations measured with driving pulse
width (τ) in nanosecond (lower) for a varying driving
RF amplitude. RF driving voltage: 30 mV to 120 mV.

Soon after this success, we implemented
the technique in the machine “Alice” in QNS and
performed pulsed ESR on the spin of a molecule,
Fe-phthalocyanine FePc; described further in
highlight 4) on MgO in 2020. This was the first
demonstration of the pulsed quantum-coherent control of a molecular spin system (ACS Nano 2021). We
also found a long quantum coherence time in spin echo measurements. Pulsed ESR has been demonstrated
only in two research groups in the world (QNS and IBM) to date. QNS indeed has developed a significant
strategic advantage in the area of pulsed control of spins on surfaces.

The combination of highlights 1 and 2 offers the possibility to perform pulsed ESR in a multiqubit system, where individual qubits can be distinguished by a different resonance frequency. Quantum
computational protocols that rely on the coherent control of multiple spins on a surface are now within
reach in QNS.

STATUS REPORT FOR THE FIRST 5 YEARS OF IBS QNS
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3. First Orbital-resolved Characterization of Surface Lanthanide
Atoms
PIs involved: Fabio Donati, Christoph Wolf, and Andreas Heinrich
Publications: ACS Nano, 15, 16162 (2021)
Using synchrotron X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD), QNS researchers were the first to address
the magnetism of surface-adsorbed lanthanide atoms with orbital sensitivity and directly characterize charge
transfer mechanisms from the magnetic atoms to the substrate.
On surfaces, lanthanide atoms make exceptionally stable single-atom magnets (see Highlight 6) and
have great potential for coherent manipulation in quantum-coherent nanoscience. Furthermore, their electron
and nuclear spins have excellent quantum-coherence properties when embedded in insulators, where they are
usually probed by optical spectroscopy. At QNS, we are interested in using them on surfaces as qubits.
Since the 4f electrons are hidden close to the nucleus, they are well protected from external perturbations.
Therefore, when one tries to measure their spin using electric transport (such as in an STM), these 4f electrons
provide very little signal to the current, making their measurement rather difficult. However, they can be coupled
to more external shells, such as 5d, 6s or 6p, which can operate as intermediary between the internal 4f spins and
the flow of electric current across the atom. Hence, it is crucial to find methods to measure and then tailor the
multi-orbital electron and spin properties when they are absorbed on a surface.
In this work, we used XMCD to measure the occupation of the outer-shell electron orbitals of rare
earth atoms absorbed on a surface. This represented the first successful attempt to map the electron and spin
configuration of these shells in single atoms. Using orbital resolved XMCD (see figure), we were able to map the
presence or absence of spins in the different orbitals of gadolinium and holmium atoms deposited on MgO. In
addition, we developed a novel DFT + multiplet theoretical approach to interpret our data and identify the multiorbital electron configuration. This approach allows us to understand the mutual coupling between electrons in
different orbitals and determine if an atom can provide large signal in transport experiments.

In orbital resolved XMCD, we can select specific X-ray transitions (left) that can bring an electron from core orbitals
localized close to the nucleus (3s, 3p, and 3d) to outer orbitals (4f, 5d, and 6p). By comparing the signal originated from
these transitions (right, light solid lines) with calculated spectra using DFT + multiplet (right, dark solid lines), one can
determine the electron and spin configuration in each of the outer orbitals.
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4. First ESR-STM of Molecular Spins on a Surface
PIs involved: Andreas Heinrich, Christoph Wolf, Jungseok Chae, Taeyoung Choi (former PI),
Yujeong Bae, Luciano Colazzo
Publications: Nature Chemistry 14, 59 (2022),
RSC Advances 11, 6240 (2021),
to be submitted
We measured the first ESR-STM of single
molecules on a surface, Fe-phthalocyanine (FePc)
molecules on MgO using our “Alice” ESR-STM
system. This work revealed first that a single FePc
on MgO is a S = 1/2 system, different from its state
in powder (S = 1). A density functional theory study
by QNS’s theory team showed that this happens
due to a charge transfer with the metal substrate
under the MgO. Some fraction of the spin density
is distributed in the 4 ligand lobes, leading to
4-fold symmetric inter-molecular spin texture. We
found that this results in an anisotropic magnetic
interaction with atomic and molecular spins in
proximity, depending on the in-plane orientation of
the molecule (figure). This work is important since
it extends the class of active spins in ESR-STM from
3d transition metal atoms to the much broader class
of magnetic molecules (Nature Chemistry 2021).
Molecules provide suitable platforms to
encode quantum information and can be fabricated
in large quantities with high tunability of the
spin’s environment through synthetic chemistry.
Incorporating the surface of a material into this
molecular design represents one of the best
strategies to tackle the major challenges towards
the future implementation of molecular spins into
solid state devices: addressability, coherence and
scalability.

ESR-STM of molecular spins on surface.
(left) STM images of two pairs of Fe-Pc molecule and Ti atom
on MgO. Ti-molecule distance is 1.13 nm in both. (right) Tipfield dependences of ESR contrasts as a function of driving
frequency, showing anisotropic Ti-molecule interactions depending on the in-plane molecular orientation. Data from our
“Alice” system. Grid intersects: oxygen sites of the MgO layer.

In regard to this, QNS studied several aspects of phthalocyanine (Pc) molecules with different metal
centers as potential surface molecular qubits. Besides FePC, we studied vanadyl-phthalocyanine (VOPc)
molecules on several surfaces. From previous studies it is known that VOPc has a total spin of S=1/2 in powder
and on some surfaces and hence is a good qubit candidate. Our studies where done in systems that are not
equipped for ESR-STM or magnetic fields and thus are not able to determine the spin states and serve more as
initial studies. Using our “Adam” AFM/STM combination tool, we studied VOPc molecules adsorbed on Au(111),
where we found a surprising interplay with molecular hydrogen (Royal Society of Chemistry Advances 2021).
Using our “Naomi” low- temperature STM system, we studied VOPc molecules on insulating surfaces. We found
good decoupling behavior from the underlying metal when adsorbed on a layer of non-spin carrying molecules.
Those STM results were corroborated with X-ray spectroscopy measurements that we performed in 2021 at
the Swiss Light Source (to be submitted).

Unsolicited response from Mike Crommie,
Physics professor at UC Berkeley:
“Andreas, I finally read the molecule ESR paper you guys posted. Wow!
What a great paper! Quite a tour-de-force. You guys nailed it! Mike”
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5. Accurate and Efficient Calculation of Magnetic Anisotropy for
Surface Spins
PIs involved: Christoph Wolf and Theory Advisor Nicolas Lorente (DIPC, Spain)
Publications: The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 124, 11, 2318 (2020)
We developed the “DFT+Multiplet” method to simulate the magnetic states of transition metal atoms
adsorbed on surfaces. DFT+Multiplet is a unique approach to perform accurate and efficient simulations of such
states, which had previously been a major challenge. We achieve this by combining ab initio density functional
theory (DFT) calculations and exact diagonalization of effective spin Hamiltonians, which are parametrized
entirely based on DFT output. This way, we were able to overcome the limitations of DFT, which cannot capture
the multi-configurational character of the wave function and therefore severely underestimates energy barriers
between different spin-states of spins on surfaces whilst maintaining the versatility of DFT.
Using DFT+Multiplet we were able to excellently reproduce experimental results for Fe and Co atoms on
thin layers of MgO on Ag, and we were able to make predictions about the magnetic structure of Mn on the same
surface, which has not yet been observed in ESR-STM experiments. We want to emphasize that this method is
entirely free from experimental input, efficient and accurate, as well as tailored specifically towards the study of
surface spins, and, the first of its kind applied to surface spin systems. Our approach enables the systematic search
for systems with promising magnetic properties for a wide range of substrate-adatoms combinations without any
experimental input, which is currently under way. This work is part of a long-standing international collaboration
with the groups of Nicolas Lorente (CFM/DIPC, Spain) and Fernando Delgado (IUdEA, Spain).
As a next step we are working on combining the output of the multiplet calculations with an openquantum system simulation based on the Floquet formalism including non-equilibrium dynamics, which accurately
represents the physical system of a driven spin in an ESR-STM. Using this approach, we expect to be able to predict
lifetimes and coherence times of surface adsorbed spins.

Sim.
(meV)

Exp.
(meV)

Fe

15

14

Co

48

58

Mn

2.5

N/A

From left to right:
(i) Results of the DFT calculation for Fe on a thin layer of MgO and;
(ii) the result of the multiplet calculations, showing the splitting of the electronic states as function of spin-orbit coupling
λSO and external magnetic field BZ;
(iii) the table on the right-hand side shows results for the IETS obtained from simulation and experiment, where available.
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6. Single-Atom Magnets with Largest Stability and Magnetic
Anisotropy
PIs involved: Andreas Heinrich, Fabio Donati, Taeyoung Choi (former QNS PI)
Publications: Nano Letters 21, 19, 8266 (2021),
Nature Communications 12, 4179 (2021),
Physical Review Letters 124, 077204 (2020),
Physical Review Letters 121, 027201 (2018),
Nature 543, 226 (2017)
QNS researchers have been the first
to individually read and write single atom
magnets, explore the limit of their magnetic
stability, and discover the single atom with the
largest magnetic anisotropy up to date.
Stable single-atom magnets on
surfaces were discovered in the seminal XMCD
work of our PI Donati when he was working
in the group of our advisory board member
Harald Brune (Science 2016). Armed with that
work, we worked with our IBM collaborators
to measure the same single-atom magnet,
namely holmium on MgO, with spin-polarized
STM. Using this technique, we were the first
to individually read and write these atoms as
if they were individual magnetic bits. We also
found that holmium is even more stable than
predicted from the x-ray work, with essentially
no unintended spin flips at low temperature
and in a finite magnetic field (Nature 2017).

Spin-flips of dysprosium on MgO.
The trace obtained using spin-polarized tunneling shows a two-state
signal, which is associated to the two orientations of the dysprosium
magnetization flipping in time. The characteristic time of these
fluctuations can be controlled by the energy of the tunneling
electrons (in this case 150 meV). Measured with “Alice”.

In a collaboration with researchers
in Switzerland, we pioneered different
approaches to explore the limits of the
magnetic stability of these atoms. Using spinpolarized STM, we found that Ho has the highest blocking temperature to date of 45 K for any surface supported
spin and quite close to the best molecular magnets (PRL 2018). In a further collaborative XMCD study, we found
that the reason for this thermally activated instability is the coupling of the electron spins with a local oscillation
mode of the Ho around its equilibrium position (PRL 2020).
In 2020, using our “Alice” ESR-STM system at QNS we discovered another single-atom magnet, namely
Dysprosium (Dy) atoms on thin MgO films. We found that Dy is an excellent single-atom magnet, even better
than the Ho atoms described above. Dy on MgO has the largest magnetic anisotropy barrier measured to date for
spins on surfaces and also proved to be stable in the absence of magnetic fields, where quantum tunneling of the
magnetization might be expected to destabilize the spin (Nature Comm. 2021). In addition, we were able to track
the origin of the record-high magnetic anisotropy and stability to a transfer of charge towards the metal support
onto which the MgO layer is grown. This mechanism depends on the thickness of the MgO film and can be used to
tune the magnetic properties of the Dy atoms (Nano Letters 2021).
Naturally, this work on single-atom magnets attracted much attention from the data storage community
as it showed that magnetic bits can potentially be scaled down to single atoms. It also attracted much interest
in the molecular magnetism chemistry community where single Dy atoms embedded in a carefully crafted
environment hold the record blocking temperature. It also culminated many years of research in answering the
question of how small a magnetic storage bit can be: now we know that it can be a single magnetic atom. This work
attracted significant coverage in the international press.
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7. Highest Energy Resolution of Spins on Surfaces at Atomic Scale
PIs involved: Andreas Heinrich, Soo-hyon Phark, Yujeong Bae, Taeyoung Choi (former QNS PI),
and IBM group
Publications: Phys. Rev. B 104, 174408 (2021), Nat. Commun. 12, 1 (2021),
Nano Lett. 19, 8201 (2019), Nat. Phys. 15, 1005 (2019), Phys. Rev. Lett. 122,
227203 (2019), Sci. Adv. 4, eaau4159 (2018), Sci. Adv. 4, eaaq1543 (2018),
Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 227206 (2017), Nat. Nanotechnol. 12, 420 (2017)
An unprecedented combination of spatial and
energy resolution has been achieved by integrating ESR with
STM. While the technical fusion of ESR and STM has quickly
spread to different groups in the world, QNS has significantly
contributed to the success of distributing this technique
by hosting long-term and short-term visitors, organizing
workshops and conferences, and publishing an entire ESRSTM tutorial on YouTube. In the first five years, we have also
made great progress in this basic area of ESR-STM. Taking
advantage of atom manipulation in STM, QNS provided
tremendous results on the precise characterization of spinspin interactions and the local magnetic environment.
Using ESR-STM incorporated with 2-axis magnets,
our research team found a giant (15%) anisotropy of g-factors
as well as a non-trivial variation of the ESR amplitude of a
single titanium (Ti) atom on MgO/Ag(100), by changing the
direction of external magnetic fields (Phys. Rev. B 2021). The
results identify the crystal field effect and the magnetic tip
effect on the single spin resonance. Together with the first
ESR measurement in the absence of external magnetic fields
(Nano Lett. 2019), we clarified critical roles of the STM tip in
driving and probing the spin resonance of single atoms on a
surface.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of a single
titanium atom on MgO. “World’s smallest MRI scan”

The surface spin at the STM junction is magnetically coupled with the STM tip as well as nearby spins. The
magnetic interaction between the surface spin and the tip spin is continuously tunable in a large range of magnitude,
covering from meV to neV, by adjusting the tip-sample separation (Phys. Rev. Lett. 2019). Using MRI-type scans, we
visualized the magnetic interactions between the tip spin and the surface spin, dominantly governed by exchange
and dipole interactions (Figure, Nat. Phys. 2018). Considering that tremendous efforts have been made to achieve
MRI resolution to nanometer scale, the MRI scan measured in sub-angstrom resolution using STM clearly shows
the great strength of ESR-STM.
In addition to the magnetic interaction with the tip in atomic proximity, the surface atoms are subjected
to magnetic interactions with nearby spins. Our research team studied the magnetic interaction between iron
(Fe) atoms and between Ti atoms. We found that Fe atoms have isotropic dipole interactions since the magnetic
moments are all aligned along the out-of-plane direction due to the magnetic anisotropy of Fe on MgO (Nat.
Nanotechnol. 2017). In contrast, Ti atoms have spin-1/2, of which magnetic moments are aligned along the external
magnetic field. Using atom manipulation, the atomic separation and relative orientation of two Ti atoms on the
surface can be controlled, which allows us to characterize and control the magnetic interaction from an anisotropic
dipole coupling to an isotropic exchange interaction.
Based on the precise determination of magnetic interactions, we built atomic structures to create singlettriplet states (Sci. Adv. 2018) and also resonating valence bond states (Nat. Commun. 2021). The singlet-triplet
states with zero magnetic quantum number are known to be robust against magnetic field fluctuations to first
order. The singlet-triplet states could suppress two main sources of decoherence in ESR-STM: one is tunneling
electrons and the other is magnetic field fluctuations due to the magnetic tip in atomic proximity (Sci. Adv. 2018).
We clearly showed that the spin coherence time of such a two-level system, composed of the singlet and triplet
zero states, is about 20 times longer compared with a single Ti atom.
The breadth of this work highlights the fact that ESR-STM is still a very young technique with many open
questions that needed to be figured out before the more advanced results that are described above could be
tackled.
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8. Electron-Nuclear Spin Interaction of Single Magnetic Atoms
on a Surface
PIs involved: Andreas Heinrich, Yujeong Bae, and IBM group
Publications: Science, 362, 336 (2018);
Nat. Nanotechnol. 13, 1120 (2018)
QNS research teams, for the first time,
probed the nuclear spin through its coupling by
the hyperfine interaction to the electron spin
for surface atoms. The electron spin of surfacesupported atoms can be measured and controlled
in ESR- STM. However, many atoms also contain a
nuclear spin. Often a given element has a natural
abundance of isotopes with different nuclear
spin. Due to the natural abundance of isotopes,
an ensemble ESR spectrum is always a weighted
average of the hyperfine spectra of the different
nuclear spins.
In 2018, QNS collaborated with IBM and
used the IBM machine to measure the hyperfine
interaction in ESR-STM. The figure shows an
example of ESR-STM spectra measured on three
different titanium (Ti) atoms. Most Ti atoms show
a single ESR peak since the nuclear spin is zero.
However, about 12% of Ti show multiple lines
due to a finite nuclear spin. We found that this
hyperfine interaction is quite sensitive to the local Hyperfine structure of Ti atoms on MgO.
environment. Just moving the Ti by half a lattice Three Ti atoms look identical in the STM images on the right,
site resulted in a dramatic change in the ESR- while the ESR spectra are totally different. Blue spectrum has a
STM spectrum. This work highlights the immense single ESR line due to the electron spin. Orange and red spectra
power of ESR-STM in combining atomic-scale have multiple lines due to the nuclear spin of Ti isotopes.
spatial resolution, atom manipulation, and the “First detection of hyperfine spectrum of a single atom on a
high energy resolution of ESR. The small hyperfine surface”
interaction shown in the figure requires an energy
resolution of better than 100 neV, impossible with
normal STM spectroscopy, even at the very lowest temperatures (Science 2018). The small value of the hyperfine
interaction is a large challenge for many ESR-STM setups and, so far, the hyperfine spectrum has only been seen
at the IBM and QNS labs.
In a second work in the same year, we studied the much stronger hyperfine interaction in copper atoms
with S=1/2 on MgO. Copper is special among the 3d transition metals in that its electron spin has a strong
s-component resulting in a hyperfine interaction that is almost 100 times bigger than Ti. Due to this strong
hyperfine interaction, we could use the spin-polarization in the tunneling current to hyperpolarize the nuclear
spin by electrical means (Nature Nanotechnology 2018).
We are currently using our new “Eve” ESR-STM to continue the study of Cu nuclear spins and we aim to
study the possible use of nuclear spins as long-lived quantum memory.
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Research Groups
Electron Spin Qubits on Surfaces
PI: Soo-hyon PHARK
Research area:
This team’s goal is to demonstrate quantum logic
operations of qubits consisting of coupled atomic/
molecular electron spins on surfaces. To this end, the
team has implemented and utilized multi-frequency
pulsed ESR as well as continuous wave (CW) ESR in lowtemperature STM to coherently control and measure
quantum states of spins on surfaces. Electron spins of
transition metal atoms and molecules with magnetic
centers on thin magnesium oxide (MgO) layers are well
decoupled from the substrate conduction electrons and
thus are feasible candidates for spin qubits with lifetimes
that extend to hundreds of nanoseconds. This team was
established in December 2018 and was first led by Prof.
Choi for 2 years before it was taken over by the current
PI, who returned from a visiting researcher position at
IBM.

Quantum control of coupled spins on surface.
(upper) a concept of multi-qubit operation on surface using
coupled atomic spins on MgO surface. (lower) an idea of
qubit building block on surface, composed of an atomic spin
(S) and single-atom magnet (M), and a STM image of titanium
(Ti) and iron (Fe) pair on MgO. ESR of ‘S’ is driven by the magnetic field from ‘M’ coupled with RF electric field from the tip.

The team has been studying the spin states and
quantum coherence properties of atomic and molecular
species on MgO, such as (i) titanium (Ti) and iron (Fe)
atoms and (ii) Fe-phthalocyanine molecules. We also
made continuous efforts in exploring stable single-atom
magnets such as dysprosium. Regarding to multi-spin
addressability, the team found that a single-atom magnet
in proximity to a spin can drive ESR of the spin, avoiding the need for the tip’s magnetic field (figure, lower). This work
established a strategy towards controlling multiple spin qubits on a surface. In 2021, a collaborative research with
the team of Yujeong Bae demonstrated the first double electron spin resonance of two coupled Ti spins on MgO (see
Research Highlights).

Instrumentation:
This team primarily uses QNS’ first low-temperature ESR-STM system, nicknamed “Alice”, a commercial lowtemperature STM (Unisoku) which was upgraded for use of high frequencies. It incorporates a two-axis magnet with
2T vector field and uses 3 He fluid for cooling. We utilize an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) to create short
voltage pulses in the nanosecond to microsecond range and microwave sources to create the RF signals. The RF
signal cabling offers good performance between 15 and 20 GHz. Alice has been operated reliably at a temperature
of 1.8 K (with 4 He) for more than 2 years and also shows a great performance with a holding time of about 1.5 days
at 0.4 K (with 3 He).

Future goals:
Phark’s team will continue to focus on the operation of multi-spin qubit systems consisting of S=1/2 atoms on
MgO. The near-term goal is to extend the double-resonance technique to pulsed control. Initial experiments suggest
long energy relaxation (T1) time for the remote spin. This experiment will open the door to quantum information
science using atomic/molecular spins on a surface. Multi-qubit quantum operations are the long-term target of this
team.
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Quantum Control of Electron and Nuclear Spins
on Surfaces
PI: Yujeong BAE
Research area:
This team explores the nuclear spin
states of atoms on a surface using ESRSTM. Nuclear spins have been intensively
studied in different platforms for quantum
information applications. Use of the
nuclear spin for quantum devices is based
on its inherently extreme isolation from
decoherence sources due to the tiny
nuclear magnetic moments. The resultant
spin coherence time, as observed in
nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond and
phosphorus donors in silicon, is much longer
than one observed for electron spins. The
advantageous properties of nuclear spins,
on the other hand, make them difficult to
be controlled and detected due to weak
interactions with probes.

Nuclear spin and electron spin coupled by hyperfine interaction in an
atom. The nuclear spin state can be thermally polarized (right upper) and
electrically polarized (right lower).

The nuclear spin of atoms on a
surface has been barely studied in STM
since the spectroscopic resolution in STM
is much lower than the energy scale for the
nuclear spin. For example, the Zeeman splitting of nuclear spins is in sub-neV energy scale at 1 T, while the spectral
resolution of STM is hundreds of µeV at 1 K. Thanks to the successful integration of ESR with STM, the spin state
of surface atoms can be investigated in sub-neV energy resolution. Following the subsequent successes on the
first probe of nuclear spins and electrical hyperpolarization of nuclear spin states of atoms on a surface, the team
currently focuses on finding atomic/molecular species which have nuclear spin states with long spin coherence time.

Instrumentation:
For the control of nuclear spin, it is first required to polarize the nuclear spin states. Lowering the system’s
temperature to below 100 mK is one common way to increase the polarization of the nuclear spin to the ground
state. The team built one ESR-STM, nicknamed “Bob”, which utilizes a dilution-refrigerator. The fridge reaches
the lowest temperature of 6 mK and the lowest measured electronic temperature is about 200 mK. We need this
system to cool qubits into the ground state to control and read out the spin states with high fidelity, which becomes
especially important for multi-qubit systems. Bob has an excellent RF line (high RF power transmission in large
frequency window of 5 GHz-25 GHz) for ESR-STM and can operate continuously at milli-Kelvin temperatures. Since
its first cool-down, Bob has worked continuously for 1.5 years.
A second ESR-STM system is integrated with a Joule-Thomson refrigerator, is nicknamed “Eve”, is fully homebuilt, and operates with continuous circulation of Helium gas at 1.2 K. This system has the best level of vibration
stability of our ESR-STMs as well as the largest frequency window for the ESR measurement (up to 40 GHz). The
higher frequency also allows us to perform the experiment at higher magnetic field and, thus, better polarize the
nuclear spin.

Future goals:
QNS researchers, so far, studied the nuclear spin states of Fe, Ti, and Cu on MgO/Ag(100) surface. The team
aims to find an atom/molecule on a surface that carries nuclear spins with long spin coherence time.
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Spins on Surfaces with Ensemble Techniques
PI: Fabio DONATI
Fabio Donati is the only tenure track professor at Ewha.
That means he has additional teaching and publishing requirements when compared with our other PIs.

Research area:
This research team uses ensemble-averaged
techniques such as X-ray absorption spectroscopy
and ensemble ESR to identify surface-adsorbed
atoms and molecules with long spin lifetime and
coherence time. Compared to scanning probes,
these techniques offer a faster and complementary
way to address the properties of spin on surfaces by
averaging over many identical atomic or molecular
structures.
The team is pursuing a two-pronged research
strategy. With the first, we are exploring the
properties of rare earth atoms such as holmium and
dysprosium on surfaces. On suitable substrates,
these atoms show magnetic hysteresis, and are
called single-atom magnets. PI Donati is recognized
as a leading researcher in the field (Science 2016).
These atomic magnets play an important role in
quantum-coherent nanoscience as they allow us
to create atomic-scale magnetic fields on surfaces.
We are also exploring rare earth systems where we
can quantum-coherently control spin states, which
would turn them into qubits.

Coherent manipulation of surface spins using the home-made
surface ensemble ESR spectrometer. The spins included in
surface adsorbed molecules (red arrows) align along the external
magnetic field (blue straight lines). The microwave (violet lines)
is generated directly at the surface of the metal film onto which
the surface spins are adsorbed. This operation scheme provides
maximum intensity of the oscillating field at the surface and
allows coherent control of the molecular spins.

The second thrust of Fabio’s team studies molecular spin qubits on surfaces. For this research, the team is
pioneering the use of a novel home-made surface-ensemble ESR to measure the quantum coherence properties of
surface spins. The team combines the capabilities of this unique instrument with the expertise in X-ray techniques
and STM to explore the quantum coherence of molecules and molecular spin architectures. This part of the team
works in close collaboration with our other PIs on molecular qubits.

Instrumentation:
The X-ray absorption spectroscopy work is performed at synchrotron facilities around the world and in
Korea. We use circularly polarized X-rays to measure magnetic properties and linearly polarized ones to determine
the orbital splitting and ligand environment of atoms and molecules on surfaces. Only a few synchrotrons in the
world are equipped to measure the low coverage of magnetic atoms and have surface science sample preparation
capabilities, which are main requirements to measure ensembles of clean and well-isolated surface spins. The team
has also developed a novel multi-orbital modelling approach to interpret X-ray data using inputs from DFT.
The surface ensemble ESR is performed with a home-built spectrometer at QNS that is optimized to work in
UHV conditions with samples that can be transferred in situ from a surface preparation chamber. Using a tailored
surface-type strip line resonator with maximal sensitivity to surface adsorbed spins, it is possible to perform
continuous wave ESR with a sensitivity of one molecular layer at room temperature. In addition, the spectrometer
can perform pulsed and double-resonance ESR, providing a variety of tools to fully characterize the quantum
coherence of surface spins. The combination of surface sensitivity, ultra-high vacuum operation, and pulsed ESR
techniques makes this tool unique in the world.

Future goals:
The team is pursuing two goals. First, to explore rare-earth atoms on surfaces in order to identify new qubit
candidates as well as single-atom magnets with long lifetime and coherence time of their quantum states. Second, to
screen molecules and metal-organic complexes on surfaces and identify molecular spin qubits.
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Theory of QuantumCoherence of Qubits
on Surfaces
PI: Christoph WOLF
Research area:
The theory team studies quantum coherent phenomena
of spins on surfaces in silico, that is using only computational
methods. We can categorize our approach broadly in three
categories: (i) mean-field calculations in the framework of
density functional theory (DFT) (ii) DFT+Multiplet, where we
combine results from DFT calculations with model Hamiltonians
to calculate the magnetic multiplet of adsorbed atoms and
(iii) open quantum system modelling, where we simulate the
quantum coherent properties of surface spins in contact with
their environment.
Our DFT+Multiplet approach has shown excellent
accuracy when benchmarked against known systems, and we
now have an efficient and unique tool at hand to explore new
systems that have not been experimentally considered. On
the study of open quantum systems, we have found excellent
agreement between simulation and experiments performed on
a two coupled spin-1/2 system in an ESR-STM, which leads us to
believe that we are excellently prepared to simulate quantum
coherent phenomena on surfaces.
The theory team is intricately involved in many of QNS’s
experimental efforts, by supporting experimental findings,
optimizing experimental conditions, or suggesting new systems
that have shown promising properties in simulations.

Instrumentation:
Our theory team performs a significant amount of
computational work. To facilitate this, we have continuously
upgraded our in-house computing capabilities to a medium-scale
cluster with 8 nodes (272 Cores and 2.6 TB of RAM in total).
This allows us to perform DFT calculations for systems with up
to ~1000 atoms. The team also relies on external computational
facilities in Korea and in Spain (DIPC/CFM, provided through our
MOU) for more expensive calculations.

Future goals:

In the first two years of QNS, the highresolution STM work with single spins
on surfaces was not yet possible at QNS
in its temporary labs. Therefore, QNS
utilized the IBM lab for shared research
and to train its future PIs.
After two years, these experiments
started to operate at QNS as well, and
we started to reduce the number of
QNS staff at IBM. Finally, in our 5th
year we have no more staff at IBM and
all experiments are now performed
at QNS, where we actually have more
advanced machines. This collaboration is
a win-win situation. IBM received labor
and support from QNS for a transition
period. Four QNS researchers, two
of whom are now PIs at QNS, were
trained as postdocs on ESR-STM and
also learned the culture of innovation
and collaboration from the IBM lab. This
know-how was then transferred to QNS
where the experiments were taken to
new heights.

Future goals:
The collaboration with IBM is now
in a very different phase. We are
performing all the experiments at QNS
and we are only using the immense
expertise of IBM researchers to support
data interpretation and develop new
research ideas. We plan to utilize the
IBM collaboration as one of many other
international
collaborations
going
forward.
Year 5

The field of quantum spins on surfaces has rapidly evolved
on the experimental side but the theoretical treatment is still
lacking. Our primary goal is to fill this void and become a global
hub for this theory effort.
Spinpolarization
isosurface
of two
nickelocene
molecules
as obtained
from DFT
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Research Projects
At QNS, our research projects have a tighter scope than a research group. Additionally, these projects are led
by project advisors instead of principal investigators. These groups are also smaller, consisting of one post doc with 1-2
students.

Study of Quantum Decoherence on Insulators
Project Advisor: Jungseok CHAE
Research area:
ESR-STM is an immensely powerful tool since it allows the quantum-coherent control of spins on a surface.
However, one of the drawbacks is the inherent presence of a tunneling current and a conductive substrate near
the spin. In this team, we avoid those problems by working on thick or bulk insulators. We employ AFM to measure
the surfaces. By transferring magnetic atoms to the AFM tip and applying a magnetic field, we can obtain a spinpolarized tunnel current on conductors and a spin-dependent force on insulators. The experimental work in this
team is in a start-up phase.

Instrumentation:
This group uses two home-built AFM systems that work with the qPlus sensor. Both systems operate at low
temperature and were inherited from Prof. Young Kuk’s group at SNU. One system, nicknamed “Oracle” incorporates
a high magnetic field. The upgrade of Oracle was completed in January 2021 and it is making great progress towards
spin-polarized AFM.

Future goals:
We plan to study the spin properties of atoms and molecules on thick insulating films and bulk insulators. In
the long-term we would like to develop an ESR-AFM setup and demonstrate the quantum coherent manipulation on
insulating substrates. We aim to understand quantum decoherence in the regime of long spin relaxation times.

Our atomic force
microscope uses a
metal tip that is glued
to the end of the
cantilever.
This allows us to
measure small forces
between the tip and
the sample.
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Heterogeneous Qubit Networks Based on NV centers
Project Advisors: Donghun LEE (Korea University) and
Taeyoung CHOI (Ewha Womans University)
Research area:
The NV center in diamond is undoubtedly the best studied solid-state qubit due to its exceptional quantum
coherence at room temperature. We use individual NV centers in the probe tip of an AFM to measure the
magnetic properties of novel two-dimensional materials such as vanadium-doped tungsten di-selenide. We are
now incorporating such a scanning magnetometer in a low-temperature setup since many solid-state phenomena
show interesting ordering effects as a function of temperature.
Furthermore, we recently started a research effort to link sub-surface NV centers with surface-supported
qubits, for example molecular qubits. Such a hybrid geometry offers great flexibility for future molecular devices
and combines the strengths of the NV center with some of the other strengths of QNS in surface-supported
qubits.

Instrumentation:
This research team utilizes room-temperature as well as low-temperature optical setups based on probing
individual NV centers in diamonds. We have developed scanning setups where the NV center is incorporated at
the end of an AFM tip, which allows us to probe materials with high spatial and high energy resolution. The lowtemperature setup was delivered in spring 2021 and is still under development.

Future goals:
Our longer-term goal is to connect different types of qubits to each other and explore hybrid quantum
systems where one qubit is an NV center in diamond. We aim to explore whether this qubit can be coupled to
surface-supported qubits, which closely links our work to other efforts at QNS. A second goal is to use an NV
sensor embedded in an AFM tip as a quantum sensor to study magnetism in condensed matter samples with good
spatial resolution.

Lab of the “Heterogeneous Qubit Networks Based on NV centers” research project.
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QNS’s leadership in establishing the field
QNS has been instrumental in establishing a clear definition of this research field. We hosted a small
group of the leading theorists and experimentalists from around the world for a 3 day workshop with the goal of
defining the meaning of the term ‘quantum nanoscience’. The workshop identified quantum coherence as a key
distinguishing feature. The workshop group felt this distinction was so important that they set out to publish
the definition of quantum-coherent nanoscience. Director Heinrich led this process, which took three years
and added a few additional authors from other research topics. The group published the perspective paper that
defines our field “Quantum-coherent nanoscience” in Nature Nanotechnology in 2021 (see p. 49).

Progress of QNS’s Thought Leadership
Workshop “What is quantum nanoscience?”

2018
Workshop to define
Quantum Nanoscience

IBS Conference on Quantum Nanoscience

2019
Conference on
Quantum Nanoscience

2021
Perspective paper in
Nature Nanotechnology
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Plans
Plans for Research Programs
We believe that the center’s overall direction and
major research thrusts have already been successful and
should be maintained for the next phase to allow them to
come to full fruition. This is in particular important since
some of the home-built, state-of-the-art research tools
are just coming online. Ewha has strongly supported QNS
and IBS by providing sufficient space in a modern and
customized research facility that is uniquely laid out for
experiments in quantum-coherent nanoscience.
QNS aims to continue to be a leader in its main
thrust of quantum-coherent nanoscience for spins on
surfaces. Here, we recently made great progress by using
ESR-STM to coherently control two spins simultaneously.
We now aim to take this one large step forward and
demonstrate quantum operations such as deterministic
control of entanglement and the implementation of small
quantum-computing algorithms. We believe that this
will greatly broaden the World’s interest in QNS and in
the broader research community of spins on surfaces.
In addition, our home-built, surface ensemble ESR
spectrometer is getting ready to study molecular films
of qubits on surfaces, a unique facility in the World. We
believe that many chemists will collaborate with QNS
in using this tool to investigate new molecular qubits on
surfaces. Together with our new YSF group on molecular
qubits, we think that a second major research thrust will
propel QNS to even greater scientific visibility.
In the coming funding period, QNS will take
advantage of its STM and surface science ESR capabilities
by offering them for collaborative research projects
with domestic and international researchers. After the
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global pandemic calms down, we plan to greatly enhance
this effort, which was naturally slowed down in the
past two years. For the STM projects, we plan to host
visiting researchers for 3-6 months and team them up
with QNS researchers to perform a shared project. For
the surface ensemble ESR it might even be possible to
implement shorter research stays since the measurement
time is significantly shorter than STM projects. Both
collaboration tools will greatly help to establish QNS’s
leadership in Korea and around the world.
QNS is able to attract young talent from around
the world that will greatly help to increase the footprint
of QNS in the research field of quantum-coherent
nanoscience in the coming 3 years. At the 8-year review,
QNS will be a recognized leader in this research field.
In the coming 3 years, QNS will focus its efforts
on achieving its second goal: Exploring and developing
the use of single atoms and molecules as quantum bits
for quantum computation using a ‘bottom-up approach’.
We will combine our efforts with atoms and molecules on
surfaces and utilize STM assembly techniques as well as
molecular self-assembly techniques to create the desired
nanostructures. It will be exciting to see if it is indeed
possible to coherently manipulate 3-10 quantum spins
that are interacting with each other in a well-controlled
manner.

Research / Plans

Collaborative Use Facility – Center for HiRes SPM
QNS continues to receive a multitude of
requests for long-term research stays from senior
researchers worldwide. In response to this along with a
recommendation made in QNS’s midterm review, QNS
began a pilot of its concept for a High-Resolution Scanning
Probe Microscopy Center (HiResSPM). Over the long
term, this can transform QNS’s collection of world
leading research equipment into a long-term strategic
asset for Korea. The concept is that - in addition to the
groundbreaking research conducted by QNS researchers
- we can also be a collaborative scanning probe research
facility where users from Korea and around the world can

come to conduct research (for 3-6 months) on customized
and technically complex research tools supported by our
expert know-how.
In this case, leading senior researchers bring
their ideas and people to conduct collaborative research
with QNS and place Korea at the cutting edge of scanning
probe microscopy research worldwide. In 2022 and 2023,
QNS will continue to test this novel concept as a pilot.

YSF Research group started in November 2021:
Molecular Quantum Information
PI: Luciano COLAZZO
Research area: QNS is hosting a Young Scientist Fellowship from IBS starting in November 2021. The goal of the YSF team is to synthesize and explore
molecular qubits on surfaces. Luciano started as a postdoc at QNS and
began setting up this research group in early 2021.
Instrumentation: This team is building a chemistry laboratory as well as
advanced tools for the deposition of molecules on surfaces. Existing STM
systems at QNS will be used for structural and spectroscopic investigations.
After a through screening of their properties, these molecular qubits will
also be investigated with our ESR-STM systems.
Future goals: On-surface synthesis of arrays of molecular qubits, while
tackling the major challenges towards their future implementation in the
solid state, namely individual addressability, quantum coherence, as well as
structural stability.
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Establishment of
a Global Research Hub
Since 2017, QNS has held:

21

1800

International events
(conferences, workshops, symposia)

Korean and international
attendees

QNS Visitors Program
Number
of Visitors

Number
of Nationalities

Year 1 | 2017

23

Year 2 | 2018

Duration of Stay at QNS (day)
Average

Longest

6

3

9

58

11

4

76

Year 3 | 2019

115

14

3

25

Year 4 | 2020

39

16

42

180

Year 5 | 2021

14

5

44

240

Total

249

26

QNS Visitors by Nationality (2017 - 2021)

116

Europe:

Asia:

people

50

249

101

International
Visitors

people

46

41

Americas:

26
14

29

24

people

Australia:

3

11
5

Germany

40

Other
Europe

Switzerland

Spain

Korea

Japan

China

Other
Asia

people

Research / Establishment of a Global Research Hub

Long-term Research Stays
• Long-term Collaborative Research Stay Track
As discussed on page 38, QNS has plans to establish a Collaborative Use Facility – Center for HiRes SPM. We
started to pilot this concept in 2020 with a months-long research stay by DJ Choi in 2020. Due to entry quarantine
restrictions, the pilot phase has been prolonged. However, others planning extended, collaborative research stays in
2021 and 2022 include: Prof. Arzhang Ardavan (Oxford University), Dr. Christian Lotze (FU Berlin), Prof. Wolf Dieter
Schneider (MPI Berlin, EPFL ret.), Prof. Karl Heinz Ernst (EMPA), Prof. Harald Brune (EPFL), etc….

• Capacity Building Track for ESR-STM
QNS has hosted several researchers as part of training them in the ESR-STM technique. These include Herve
Aubin (CNRS) for a 6-month stay, Masahiro Haze (University of Tokyo) for a 12-month stay, Katherine Franke (FU
Berlin) for 2 months, Markus Ternes (FZ Jülich) whose planned stay was cut short by the Corona outbreak. Many
others have had to postpone their stays due to the Corona pandemic. In order to support their acquisition of the
ESR-STM technique, QNS researchers developed an online ESR-STM tutorial, which has been very well received.

ESR-STM Tutorial
2021 | online resource | www.tutorial.qns.science
QNS researchers created an online tutorial to continue remote training in ESR-STM
for interested researchers during the corona travel shut down.
It was released in early 2021 and consists of 15 video training modules created
primarily by QNS students and post docs.
Within 6 months the tutorial videos had been viewed over
1400 times.

Tutorial Section

Number
of Modules

Percentage
of Views (%)

Intro to concepts

2

47

System requirements /
upgrades

5

26

Conducting
measurements

5

16.3

Theory

3

10

Tutorial Subscribers by Location:
45%
Europe

22%
Asia

14%
Americas

17%
unknown

2% - Australia
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Key International Collaborations
QNS is a sought-after collaborator by groups throughout the world, due to our leadership in research on spins
on surfaces. This includes our ESR-STM work, our ensemble-averaging work as well as our work with molecular spin
qubits.
Collaborations encompass personnel exchanges as part of close collaborative research.

Years

Institution
Contributor

Topic

2017 ongoing

Donostia International
Physics Center (DIPC)
Nicolas Lorente, SPAIN1

Development of methods that are able to simulate the nonequilibrium time-evolution of spins in an open quantum system
under bias

2018 ongoing

Donostia International
Physics Center (DIPC)
Deungjang Choi, SPAIN1

2017 ongoing

Institut Polytechnique
Federation Lausanne (IPFL)
Harald Brune,
SWITZERLAND

Investigation of lanthanide-based single atom magnets using
X-ray absorption spectroscopy

International Business
Machines (IBM)
Christopher Lutz, USA

We are using the considerable expertise of the IBM team to help
us with creating better experiments which we then perform
at QNS. We are primarily relying on the more than 30 years of
experience in high-quality STM of Dr. Christopher Lutz from
IBM. As of 2021, all experiments for this collaboration are being
performed at QNS.

2017 ongoing

Oxford University
Arzhang Ardavan,
UNITED KINGDOM

ESR-STM is clearly related to ensemble ESR and we therefore rely
on expertise in that field for consulting at QNS. Prof Ardavan is a
world-renown expert in ESR, especially with regard to quantum
computation. He is working with our ensemble ESR team as well
as the ESR-STM to conduct better experiments and interpret the
results.

2017 ongoing

International Iberian
Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL)
+ Universidad de Alicante
Joaquín Fernández-Rossier,
SPAIN

The theory team at QNS is relatively small and we therefore
have to rely on outside expertise to further our theoratical
investigations. Two Spanish experts, Prof. Nicolas Lorente
and Prof. Joaquin Fernandez-Rossier collaborate closely with
our theory team as well as with our experimental teams. Prof.
Lorente spends 1-2 months per year at QNS while Prof. Rossier is
a remote collaborator.

2021 ongoing

University of Florence
Roberta Sessoli, ITALY

Exploring novel molecules as potential single qubits
(see plans above)

2021 ongoing

University of Birmingham
Mingee Chung,
UNITED KINGDOM

Complementary electron spin and
nuclear magnetic resonance
techniques

2021 2023

The Ohio State University
Jay Gupta, USA2

Extending STM-based methods for single-atom coherence measurements to single molecular qubits.

2017 ongoing
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2018 and 2020:
In-gap states in superconductors
2021:
ESR-STM study on the 3d/4f transition metal elements
on MgO/Ag surface

Research / Establishment of a Global Research Hub

Institution
Contributor

Topic

2019 ongoing

Jülich Forschungszentrum
Markus Ternes, GERMANY3

The research center in Jülich is one of the hubs for quantum
research in Germany. It is a very large research center, bigger
than all of IBS. They have chosen QNS as an MOU partner due to
our strong work in quantum-coherent manipulation of spins on
surfaces. Right before the Corona pandemic, a delegation visited
from Jülich to inspect our building and use it as a blueprint for
their quantum center. We are now pursuing active collaboration
with three professors at Jülich: Prof Markus Ternes, Prof Ruslan
Termerov, and director Stephan Tautz.

2020 2024

Universidad de La Laguna
Fernando Delgado, SPAIN4

Atom by atom quantum state design.

Years

QNS signed an MOU with DiPC in 2018
This project is funded with a two-year AOARD grant for QNS PI Yujeong Bae
3
QNS signed an MOU with Jülich Forschungszentrum in 2019
4
QNS is participating as the only representative from Asia in this European Horizon Program as part of a consortium that
includes: TU Delft and EPFL among others.
1
2

Personnel exchange 2017-2021 (Not mentioned elsewhere or covered by MOUs):
Affiliation

Name

Duration

Where

University of Göttingen

Martin Wenderoth

3 months

at QNS

QNS

Bonggyu Shin

12 months

at MPI Stuttgart

FU Berlin

Katharina Franke

2 months

at QNS

Herve Aubin

6 months

at QNS

TU Delft

Robertus Johannes Gerardus Elbertse

6 months

at QNS

Universidad del País Vasco
UPV/EHU/

Cristina Mier González

4 months

at QNS

•

•

Germany

France
CNRS Nanolab

•
•

Netherlands
Spain

Joint research 2017-2021:
•

CNR, Italy:
○

•

○

•

Magnetism of rare earth atoms and clusters adsorbed on and embedded in MgO using European Synchrotron facilities

Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland:
Spin crossover molecules and molecular magnets adsorbed on surfaces and investigated with XMCD at the Swiss Light
Source

ETH Zürich, Switzerland:
○

•

Magnetism and spin dynamics of rare earth atoms on MgO characterized using European Synchrotron facilities

University of New South Wales, Australia:
○

•

Experiments with Ho and/or Eu on surfaces

Texas A&M, USA:
○

Atomic defects and edge structure of TMD quantum dots using optics-combined STM system
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Domestic Collaborations
Key collaborations within Korea

Events (workshops,
symposia, seminars)

Collaborations within Ewha Womans University:
•

Since 2020 QNS has co-hosted a colloquium series with the physics
department at Ewha.

•

Since its inception in 2017, QNS has financially supported
collaborative research projects with professors in Ewha’s physics
department:

670
Domestic attendees

Professor in Ewha

Years

Support from QNS

Results

Tae Hee Kim

2017 ongoing

2 post docs, 3 students, travel,
provided relevant maintenance and
equipment

3 papers

Jeongwon Wu

2017 2020

3 post docs, travel and
relevant equipment

6 papers

Taeyoung Choi
(with QNS 2017-2020)

2017 ongoing

NV Center:
3 students, approx. 500 million KRW
in equipment + materials, travel

See NV Center
above for detail

Dong-wook Kim &
Youngmin Yoo
(Chemical engineering)

2020 2021

Collaboration with no financial support
provided by QNS

Atomic scale imaging
and spectroscopy on
OLED molecules

Other Key Domestic Collaborations:
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Institution
Contributor

Years

Topic

Results

Korea University
Prof. Donghun Lee

2017 ongoing

QNS NV Center

See NV Center
above for detail

Samsung Advanced
Institute of Technology
Dr. Wonjun Jang

2020 ongoing

Atomic scale quantum
coherent systems

In progress
Paused due to
Corona restrictions

Sungkyunkwan University
Prof. Youngjae Song

2021 ongoing

Atomic and electronic structure of
nitrogen defects on graphene grown
platinum

In progress

Pohang Accelerator
Laboratory
Dr. Woosuk Noh

2018 ongoing

Orbital selective X-ray spectroscopy
at Pohang Light Source, development
of end station to for alternate
current experiments

In process

Research / Establishment of a Global Research Hub

Collaborations with the Korean Physical Society (KPS):
KPS feature “양자나노과학연구단” / “Center for Quantum Nanoscience”
(물리학과 첨단기술 / Physics and High Technology Volume 27, Issue 7/8, July/
August 2018)
•

QNS provided featured articles in both Korean and English covering the
following topics:
○
○
○
○
○

•

The Center for Quantum Nanoscience
Electron Spin Resonance on Individual Atoms on Surfaces
Scanning Probe Microscopy Based on Diamond Quantum Defects
Single-Atom Spins on Surfaces
Uncovering Superconductivity Pairing Glues by Using Scanning Tunneling
Microscopy

Hosted Korean Physical Society (KPS) Pioneer Symposia in 2018 & 2021

2018: “Nanoscale Quantum sensing and information processing I & II”
▼
▼

Held in December 2018 at the KPS meeting
QNS sent 7 speakers to the event (2 from QNS, 2 from Japan, 1 from the
University of Texas, 2 from Korea)

2021: “Quantum Coherent Control at a Nanoscale”
▼
▼

Held at the online October 2021 KPS meeting
QNS organized 8 speakers (1 from QNS, 3 from Europe, 1 from the Australia, 1 from China, and 2 from Korea)

On behalf of Korea:
•

ICAMD 2019 (International Conference on Advanced Materials and Devices 2019)
○
○

•

While this is an international conference, QNS hosted a satellite session “Advances on Spin-sensitive Spectroscopy
Techniques” as part of the Korean scientific community
QNS sent 6 speakers to the event (3 from QNS, 1 from another Korean university, 1 from England, 1 from Germany)

ICAMD 2021 (International Conference on Advanced Materials and Devices 2021)
○
○

QNS hosted a satellite session “Spins in low dimensional materials” as a part of the Korean scientific community.
QNS sent 8 speakers to the event (3 from QNS, 2 from another Korean institute and university, 1 from Germany, 1 from
Italy, 1 from UK)

Collaboration with other IBS Centers
Symposium series with IBS Center for NanoMedicine
In 2019, QNS and the IBS Center for
NanoMedicine at Yonsei University began holding joint
symposiums on a quarterly basis. These are on hold due
to Corona meeting restrictions.

Collaboration with IBS Center for Integrated Nanostructure Physics
Research topic: NV magnetometry measurement on 2D
magnetic semiconductor (V-doped WSe 2 ).
Using scanning NV magnetometry, we plan to image the
magnetic domain of the material at nanometer scale.

This may provide useful information of the origin of
ferromagnetism as well as the way to utilize this material
toward room temperature spintronic devices.
• One research paper is under preparation
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Research Facilities
Temporary Space: Y1-Y3
QNS spent more than half of our first five years
in small, temporary lab spaces distributed throughout
Ewha’s university campus as new equipment arrived
and space became available. This allowed us to perform
initial experiments with two commercial STM systems.
However, the vibration level in these temporary spaces
was quite bad.
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We used this time to build components for our
home-built STM and ESR equipment. However, the most
crucial elements of those system could not be started
until we moved into the new research building in summer
2019.
QNS used our budget to renovate the temporary
labs and also the offices.

Infrastructure / Center Research Facilities

In 2018, QNS began the process of
establishing our thought leadership in the field of
quantum nanoscience with a workshop to create
a definition. Stemming from that workshop and
including the first large-scale, global Conference on
Quantum Nanoscience that QNS hosted in 2019,
a group of accomplished senior scientists led by
Director Heinrich hammered out a review article
with the definition. The editorial staff at Nature
Nanotechnology decided to create an entire Focus
issue on quantum technology based on the review
article.
“Quantum-coherent nanoscience”
Nature Nanotechnology
Volume 16,
Page 1318 (2021)

Quantum nanoscience

Quantum-coherent nanoscience

Nanoscale systems are ideally suited to
study quantum mechanical effects and explore these
as resources for emerging quantum technology such
as quantum sensing, communication or computing.

Andreas J. Heinrich, William D. Oliver, Lieven
M. K. Vandersypen, Arzhang Ardavan, Roberta
Sessoli, Daniel Loss, Ania Bleszynski Jayich, Joaquin
Fernandez-Rossier, Arne Laucht & Andrea Morello

With this Focus issue we highlight an
area in nanoscience that gained traction over
the past decade, both in fundamental research
and for quantum technology applications. The
area brings together chemists, physicists and
material scientists with engineers and computer
scientists and is, as much of nanoscience is, truly
interdisciplinary. We are confident that we are just
witnessing the beginning of quantum nanoscience
and that science and technology explicitly based
on quantum effects will play an important role
in successfully tackling the societal challenges
of the 21st century. We, the editors of Nature
Nanotechnology, would be delighted to accompany
this journey and promote the beautiful science
that emerges along the way.

For the past three decades nanoscience
has widely affected many areas in physics,
chemistry and engineering, and has led to
numerous fundamental discoveries, as well as
applications and products. Concurrently, quantum
science and technology has developed into a
cross-disciplinary research endeavour connecting
these same areas and holds burgeoning
commercial promise. Although quantum physics
dictates the behaviour of nanoscale objects,
quantum coherence, which is central to quantum
information, communication and sensing, has not
played an explicit role in much of nanoscience.
This Review describes fundamental principles
and practical applications of quantum coherence
in nanoscale systems, a research area we call
quantum-coherent nanoscience. We structure this
Review according to specific degrees of freedom
that can be quantum-coherently controlled in
a given nanoscale system, such as charge, spin,
mechanical motion and photons. We review the
current state of the art and focus on outstanding
challenges and opportunities unlocked by the
merging of nanoscience and coherent quantum
operations.

“Quantum nanoscience”
Nature Nanotechnology
Volume 16,
Page 1293 (2021)
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New Research Building
While QNS was in temporary spaces, the
director and the engineering team worked with Ewha’s
architecture firm to design a world-class research
building that would be optimized for low-vibration labs.
The building was constructed from January 2018 to
summer 2019 and QNS’s engineering team inspected the
progress weekly in order to avoid construction problems.
A huge thank you to Ewha for their strong support,
embodied by this excellent building!
QNS moved into the new building from July
through September of 2019. Several of the advanced
research tools are custom tailored to these new labs and
were built after moving in. Ewha and QNS’s engineering
teams have continuously been working on improving
conditions in the new building.

•

We decided to create two buildings.
○

The main building contains all the facilities,
elevators plus labs and offices.

○

A separate building only contains 8 low-vibration
laboratories.

•

The two buildings are independent from each other
with separate foundations and no shared walls.

•

The low-vibration building contains no elevators
and no toilets in order to minimize external noise
sources.

•

The cost of the design and construction was borne
by Ewha, QNS’s host institution.

•

You can watch a time-lapse video of the construction
using this QR code or at www.qns.science/facility/.

The director was involved in the planning of
the new building from the very beginning. Fortunately,
the architecture firm DMP (designcamp moorpark), was
happy to completely change their initial design - which
had a parking lot located underneath the length of the
building! - in order to incorporate QNS’ low-vibration
requirement.
Once the QNS’s engineering team was hired, the
design of the building was perfected through weekly inperson meetings with DMP.

STM LABs

Bedrock
50

Anti-vibration STM laboratories
We made sure that the low-vibration building’s
foundation is sitting uniformly on the bedrock (dashed
blue line in building figure).

Foundation:
We placed a 40 cm thick sand layer between the
bedrock and the concrete foundation, which is a 1.4 m
thick slab of concrete with lots of rebar that weighs about
2070 metric tons.

It tooks

150

concrete trucks
just to pour that foundation

RF
EL + 126.2
Atrium

4F
EL + 122.0
3F
EL + 117.8
2F
EL + 113.6

1F
EL + 102.3

B1F
EL + 102.3

B2F
Building Structure Isolation

EL + 95.1
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80 ton concrete block floating on 4 air springs.
A typical STM system is shown on top.
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Publicly available data on vibration levels at the world’s best facilities with QNS vibration levels for comparison.

Laboratory construction:
On top of this massive foundation, we built 8 separate low-vibration labs with 40 cm thick concrete walls
between them. Each of the 8 labs contains an 80 ton concrete block that is supported by 4 air springs to further
prevent external vibrations from reaching the surface of
the block.
This schematic shows the block on air-springs
with a typical STM system sitting on top. The labs were
then clad in sound absorbing panels and thick double entry doors prevent sound from reaching the experiments.
Many parts of this facility that go far beyond a normal
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building were paid from QNS’s equipment budget in
years two through four.
This graph shows the vibration levels that we
achieve in our facility. We are proud to say that we created the most stable lab space in Korea, which is absolutely
on-par with the best labs in the world (green and magenta
dashed lines). The red line is measured on the 1.4 m thick
concrete slab whereas the blue line is measured on one of
the floating concrete blocks. The black dashed line shows
the director’s old lab space at IBM in California which is
quite good up to 5 Hz, but much worse at higher frequencies.

Infrastructure / Key Facilities

Key Facilities
Helium Recovery and Liquefaction
Many of QNS’s experiments require very low
temperature and low vibration levels. This is only made
possible by using liquid helium as a cooling source. This
is particularly true for the STM and AFM systems that
are placed in our low-vibration facility. However, liquid
helium is extremely expensive and sometimes impossible
to buy from gas-supply vendors.
Therefore, both QNS’s low-vibration and main
buildings contain a home-built helium gas recovery
system and the main building houses an advanced helium
liquefier. The helium gas recovery system consists of
two lines, one line is used only for stable boil-off from
bath-type cryostats, which ensures very low pressure
fluctuations in the recovery gas line. The second line
is used for all other activities, such as flow-through
cryostats as well as the boil-off from the initial cool down
and the refilling processes.
In 2021, QNS has the capacity to liquefy 160
liters per day with 99.9% purity, see figure for a diagram
of the existing system. A third liquefier will be installed in
December 2021, which will increase our capacity to 240
liters per day starting in early 2022.

Currently, we are operating 6 low-temperature
STM and AFM systems that require liquid helium and 2
more systems are under construction. Two flow-through
cryostats operate intermittently. Each STM system needs
about 20 liters per day for a total need of about 160 liters
per day (plus flow-through systems). Since some liquid is
evaporated during the liquid helium transfer processes,
we can operate up to 10 low temperature STM systems
at QNS.
In the summer of 2021, our helium liquefier
system is supplying typically 1,000 liters of LHe per week
with an over-all recovery yield of 94%. It is important
to point out that at the current cost of liquid helium in
Korea, this amounts to a savings of 2 billion won a year
(1,000 liters x 40,000 won x 52 weeks). This converts to
approx. $1.5 million USD per year. Thanks to our stable
helium supply, two of QNS’s STM systems have stayed
cold for over one year.

QNS’s ‘He Liquefier system for LT-STM (LHe80) (NFEC-2019-10-258196)’.
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Safety Management in QNS
QNS has been making a lot of effort toward laboratory safety since its establishment. Even though
EWHA has its own safety program, it is held only once a semester and was only available in Korean for the
first few years of QNS’s existence.
QNS’s homegrown safety program includes:
•

Leadership by QNS’s internal safety manager who also acts as our facility manager. She holds many professional safety certifications as well as being a doctoral candidate in Health and Safety Convergence
Science at Korea University

•

QNS-specific training:

•

○

‘The first day of QNS’ onboarding safety training for new members. This is a mandatory pre-training
before they can move through our building unaccompanied or start their experiments.

○

Customized safety education programs for each laboratory as well as a comprehensive safety
culture with special emphasis on the compressed/liquefied gas and chemical safety that require
intensive training.

○

Trainings are incorporated into QNS’s twice-monthly Research Update Meetings, which are attended by all researchers.

QNS has provided English-language laboratory safety training to all of Ewha as service to the university.

Eliminating harmful factors is the most effective method for safety. However, in basic science elimination of every harmful factor is not possible. QNS encourages people to follow our safety rules and trains
people frequently. As a part of this strategy, QNS’s safety manager patrols the laboratory often and lets
researchers and students know if there is any violation or harmful factor found around. People can correct
the problems immediately to provide a safer environment. In addition, the QNS safety manager visits the
laboratory anytime to guide or advise people as needed.

QNS’s internal website for members provides customized safety information and feedback.
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Infrastructure / Key Facilities

Control Rooms
We constructed two Remote Control Rooms to
manage up to 12 STM or AFM systems. Once an STM is
completed, it is recommended to keep the researchers
away from the low-vibration labs as much as possible. On
the one hand this is to ensure the safety of the researchers
by keeping them spatially separated from the labs. On
the other hand, the control room provides a pleasant
atmosphere that is designed to foster collaboration.
Everyone can see what the other researchers are working
on and talk to each other freely without worrying about
causing vibrations. We also plan to incorporate our theory
team in this control room as soon as the Covid pandemic
allows.

mouse, display and keyboard without any time delay.
Hence, researchers are encouraged to work close to their
system when they are preparing a sample and then move
to the control room for long-term measurements.
In addition, the overall real-time condition of the
laboratories including: oxygen concentration, helium gas
flow, temperature, pressure of the concrete block’s air
springs, and humidity of every laboratory are displayed in
the control-room. These rooms are located on the same
floor or directly above the laboratories so that in case of
emergency, it is possible to immediately reach the site
and take action.

The electronics of the STM controller can be
operated from the hallway next to the lab or from the
control room. This is achieved by mirroring the computer

The Control Room.
Two researchers are controlling instrumentation in the low-vibration STM facility and a third researcher is working side by
side on data analysis. Some plants provide natural air filtration
and provide an environment that enhances performance.
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Key Equipment
The past five years have been QNS’s start-up
phase for obtaining state-of-the-art research equipment.
We began by relying on commercial machines, which
enable a quicker start but at a higher cost and reduced
flexibility. Since moving into the new building, these
commercial tools have been augmented with homebuilt equipment. These take longer to install but offer
more flexibility for customization. In this section, we will
describe some of our tools in more detail.
QNS is operating three ESR-STM systems that
are equipped: a) with high-frequency equipment, b)
operate at low temperature, and c) in vector magnetic
fields.
•

One commercial tool, nicknamed Alice, operates at
0.4 K for almost two days, after which the cooling
fluids need to be replenished, which causes a
downtime of about 5 hours.

•

A second system, which is home built and nicknamed
Bob, uses a dilution refrigerator and is able to
continuously operate at temperatures as low as 30
mK.

•

Our third ESR-STM system, nicknamed Eve, is fully
home built which gives us the most flexibility to
incorporate novel upgrades. It operates in continuous
circulation at 1.2 K.

In addition to the differences in their cooling
modes, it is crucial for QNS to operate multiple such
systems since each ESR-STM experiment takes on average
six months of measurement time and thus multiple tools
are necessary to pursue our varied research goals.
QNS is using two home-built, low-temperature
AFM / STM combination tools, one of which is equipped
with a magnetic field. These tools enable us to pursue ESR
on single spins in the absence of tunnel currents and they
also enable us to study new material combinations that
may later be useful for quantum-coherent control.
QNS’s fleet of STM systems is rounded out by
a second commercial tool that operates at 10 K without
requiring liquid Helium. This tool was initially acquired to
enable a quick start-up for QNS in a temporary research
space and is now mostly used to investigate molecular
layers for potential use as molecular qubits. Due to its
very efficient sample handling, it enables rapid screening
of new materials.
QNS is in the process of finalizing a related
research tool that is fully home-built and enables the study
of thin films of spins in an ensemble ESR spectrometer.
It features a combination of UHV-clean surface science
combined with ESR capability that we believe is unique in
the world.

List of Key Instruments:

Visit of the science advisors of 12 European embassies in February 2020
– getting a tour of the ‘Alice’ ESR-STM lab.
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• Alice ESR-STM System
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• Bob ESR-STM System
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• Eve ESR-STM System

60

• SE-ESR Spin Resonance
of Ensembles of Spins on
Surfaces

61

• Computing Cluster

62

• Scanning NV-center
Magnetometer
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• Oracle LT-AFM System
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• Naomi LT-STM System
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Infrastructure / Key Equipment

Student Profile: Jiyoon HWANG
Building Instruments at QNS
Jiyoon is a graduate student who joined QNS in our
very first year and works on magnetic and electric
properties of single atoms. She was instrumental
in helping to construct one of our home-built STMs
combined with electron spin resonance. We asked
her a few questions about her experience at QNS,
here are her responses.
Q: What are some highlights of working at QNS?
A: First, our small team took about 2 years for
building an ESR-STM system with Joule-Thomson
refrigerator. Finally in June, we got the first data
from our machine, Eve!
I couldn’t forget the first time when we saw a nice
herringbone structure of gold surface at 4 K.
Second, when we got the first ESR signals by
applying microwaves to the tip and antenna.
For getting ESR, we measured IETS steps on Fe
atoms and population difference by spin-polarized
tip.
Q: What have you learned at QNS?
A: Nothing can be done alone. Making one machine
needs a lot of specialists in STM or engineering or
others. But the most important thing is to respect
everyone’s opinions and harmonize them as much
as possible. And I learned how to communicate
with them and the best way to filter and combine
the necessary parts of everyone’s input.
Q: What has been the hardest for you at QNS?
A: For building the machine, we did more than
10 times cool tests of inner structures for better
performance with liquid Helium. Sometimes, we
realized something is totally wrong right after
filling the liquid Helium to the Dewar. We had to
blow all the Helium and warm up again.
Not long after I joined to the construction team,
I had to strongly argue my opinions to senior
members of the team. At that time, I was the only
student, and the others are all postdocs. I had to
gather a lot of courage to say my opinion.

Q: What have you found most surprising?
A: No one gives up easily. We all know that
everything cannot be perfect every day.
However, even if tip is broken or something is
wrong, they just take a break and start over.
Sometimes I feel depressed and disappointed
about results, but thanks to such an environment, I
can cheer up again and move forward.
Q: What would you like to make sure that people know
about QNS?
A: All members never hesitate to share what they
know already and are always ready to hear others’
opinions whenever.
QNS generously supports new projects regardless
of your position. This is how I could complete a
new machine without any experience in STM,
machining, or electronics.

Q: What has made you the happiest at QNS?
A: I couldn’t forget the time when the piezo stacks
works that I soldered all cables and sticked on the
plate.
Whenever I check what I design and assemble
works properly, I feel satisfied with myself.
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ALICE ESR-STM System
Commercial system
Received:
December 2018
First Results: February 2019

Key results (see Highlight Section):
•
•
•

First ever ESR-STM on a molecule (#4)
Pulsed ESR-STM (#2)
ESR double resonance on two spins (#1)

Specifications:
Temp:

0.4 K in single shot mode
1.8 K in continuous mode

Magnet: 6 T perpendicular to sample
5 T in plane
2 T vector field in any angle
ESR:
Our first ESR-STM system, “Alice”, in its temporary lab
in the Shinsage building. We had to modify the ceiling to
have sufficient vertical space.

(4,3) = 1.45 nm

Best range: 15-18 GHz

Our first ESR-STM system is nicknamed “Alice” and
is a commercial system, purchased from Unisoku Company.
Alice is a helium-3 (3He)-cooled system where its STM
core is about 1.5 m deep inside a dewar that is filled with
liquid helium and contains two superconducting magnets.
The liquid helium cools the STM head down to about 5 K.
When we want to go to a lower temperature, we fill a small
pot, called a 1 K pot, with liquid helium and pump on the
evaporating helium gas. This lowers the temperature of the
pot, and we can continuously operate the STM at about 1.8
K. When we want to go to an even lower temperature, we
liquefy a small amount of 3 He gas (an isotope of normal
helium). After we have liquefied all our 3 He gas, we pump
on it, which lowers the base temperature to 0.4 K with a
hold- time of 1.5 days. When all the liquid 3 He is evaporated
and recovered, we repeat this cycle.
Alice was installed in December of 2018 in a
temporary lab space and moved to our new building in the
summer of 2019. Alice is a real work horse that has been
permanently cold and operational – of course except for the
move. The installation and the moving process both took
less than one month.

ESR-STM image and spectra on a dimer of FePc molecules
on MgO.
ESR spectrum measured at VDC = 100 mV, VRF = 50 mV, I =
6 pA, B = 0.55 T and T = 0.4 K. The three ESR peaks change
as a function of tip-sample distance and allow us to obtain
a strength of the exchange interaction of J = 130 MHz.
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Lower figure shows two Fe-Pc molecules on MgO,
with a center-center distance of 1.45 nm. The ESR-STM
spectrum, measured at VDC = 100 mV, VRF = 50 mV, I = 6
pA, B = 0.55 T and T = 0.4 K, shows three clearly separated
peaks from which we obtain the strengths of the dipolar and
the exchange interaction. In this work, we demonstrated
that the exchange interaction is partially mediated by the
orientation of the organic ligands (see Research Highlight
#4).
We are very happy with Alice, at the time of this
writing, Alice has been continuously cold and taking data for
1.5 years!

Infrastructure / Key Equipment

BOB ESR-STM System
Partially home-built system
Start of assembly: August 2019
First Results:
March 2020

Key results (see Highlight Section):
•
•
•

ESR as a function of magnetic field angle (#6)
Spins on superconductor spectroscopy
ESR double resonance on two spins (#1)

Specifications:
Temp:

0.01 K in continuous mode
Higher temperatures are possible

Magnet: 6 T perpendicular to sample
9 T in plane
3 T vector field at any angle
ESR:
Photo of “Bob” ESR-STM System.
The “golden” part is a commercial mK dilution refrigerator.
The copper part is a homebuilt STM stage.

Best range: 12-23 GHz

Our second ESR-STM system is nicknamed “Bob”
and its claim to fame is its ultra-low temperature. For Bob,
we purchased a commercial dilution refrigerator from Janis
Company. In contrast to Alice, Bob always runs in continuous [AJH1] circulation mode. However, the insides of such
a dilution fridge are significantly more complex than Alice’s
cooling system. Bob has reached a lowest temperature at
the base plate of the STM of 7 mK.
The figure shows a photograph of Bob taken below
ground level. At the very bottom of the picture is the homebuilt STM. Above the STM is a copper section which is bolted to the lowest and coldest part of the dilution fridge. The
gold-coated part is the bottom of the commercial di- lution
refrigerator.
We started designing and making parts for Bob
around January 2019 and started construction in August
2019 as one of the first acts after moving into our new building. We finished the construction in March 2020 when we
cooled down the STM part for the first time. Bob has been
cold ever since that first cool down! When we first tested the sample exchange in Bob, we lost 3 samples in the
low-temperature section where they are still lying around
without causing any real troubles, amazing!

Sample bias (mV)

In order to test the low-temperature performance
of Bob, we studied the superconductor β-Bi2Pd in collaboration with DJ. Choi from DiPC in Spain. We placed Cr atoms on its surface and measured the tunnel spectra of 1 to
4 atom long chains at T=30 mK. This work took us one step
closer towards the exotic zero-energy Majorana excitations
in spin chains, published in PRB (2021).

Chromium chains built on β-Bi2Pd by atomic manipulation.
Topographic images of tetramer chain (100 mV, 10 pA, 4
× 4 nm2). Differential conductance spectra measured at
the end atom (marked black dot) from dimer, trimer to
tetramer (T = 30 mK, AC votlage 30 µeV).
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EVE ESR-STM System
Fully home-built system
Start of assembly: September 2019
First Results:
August 2021

Key results:
•

Brand new system

Specifications:
Temp: 1.3 K in continuous mode with He-4
0.95 K in single-shot mode with He-4
Lower temperature with He-3 planned
Magnet: 5 T perpendicular to sample
6 T in plane
4 T vector field at any angle
ESR:

Up to 40 GHz with antenna
ESR on tip OR on antenna

Photo of Eve’s home-built, low-temperature insert during
the assembly process.

Our third ESR-STM system is nicknamed “Eve”
and was completed in August 2021. Eve is completely
home-built and is based on a continuous circulation
of helium gas for cooling below 5 K. We are currently
operating Eve with normal helium gas for the circulation
and we reach 1.3 K in continuous circulation and
0.95 K in single-shot mode. Switching between these
modes simply requires opening and closing one valve
and can be done while tunneling. We expect to reach
0.6 K in continuous circulation when we transition to
the expensive helium-3 isotope for circulation, this
transition is planned for spring 2022.
The most important aspect of Eve is the fact she
is entirely home-built, which allows us to easily modify
every aspect of the system for future improvements.

One such improvement that we have in mind is to
incorporate a low-temperature current amplifier to be
able to measure at lower tunnel currents and achieve
a better signal-noise ratio. In the current day and age
it is rather rare that people build an STM system from
scratch, especially an ESR-STM with all its special
requirements. However, through a concerted effort of
our students, staff members and engineering team, we
achieved this task in a little under two years.
Lower figure shows ESR-STM spectra from 24
to 40 GHz at different magnetic fields obtained on Ti
atoms on MgO, our standard test system. We are now
ready for our first scientific explorations with Eve!

ESR-STM spectra obtained at T = 1.3 K with Eve between 24 and 40 GHz on Ti atom on MgO applying
the RF voltage via an antenna (VDC = 50 mV, I = 20 pA, VRF = 20 mV).
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SE-ESR Spin Resonance of Ensembles of Spins on Surfaces
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Schematics of the surface resonator (top). The surface
of the resonator strip is the support of the spins that we
investigate. This part can be detached from the waveguide
(bottom) and moved to the preparation chamber for
surface treatment and molecular film growth.

Fully home-built system
Start of assembly: December 2018
First Results:
June 2019

Key results:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuous wave operation (June 2019)
Pulsed electron spin resonance (March 2020)
Sensitivity of 1 layer of spins (August 2020)
Electron-electron Double Resonance
(February 2021)
Electron-Nuclear Double Resonance (March
2021)
First original system investigated (March
2021)

This setup is a fully home-built surface-sensitive
ESR spectrometer, whose purpose is the characterization
of the quantum coherence of ensembles of surface spins,
such as films of molecular spin qubits, two-dimensional
materials, and magnetic atoms on surfaces. This setup is
unique in the world for its specifications, and we will use it
to explore and identify surface spins with long coherence
time and potential use in quantum computing.
We designed a surface-type resonator capable
of maximizing the microwave power at the surface of our
sample. This resonator is a coplanar waveguide antenna,
see figure, with copper electrodes grown on a sapphire
single crystal substrate. SE-ESR is capable of operation in
continuous wave, but also with pulsed ESR through homebuilt electronics controlled with an arbitrary waveform
generator. We can use a variety of pulse sequences
(Ramsey, Rabi, inversion recovery, etc…) to characterize
the quantum coherence of surface electron spins and
detect coupling between electrons in electron double
resonance (ELDOR) and between electron and nuclear
spins (ENDOR) experiments. These features will allow us
to realize entangled systems in molecular spins on surfaces.
The key feature of SE-ESR is the possibility to
detach the sample part from the resonator and move it in
a ultra-high vacuum preparation chamber equipped with
surface preparation tools (ion gun, thermal stage, molecule
and metal evaporator). This operation is realized without
breaking the vacuum, which allows us to prepare clean
surfaces onto which we grow films of molecular spin qubits.
Using clean surfaces is a crucial point to achieve controlled
coupling between the molecules and the substrate. It also
allows us to study the same systems that are typically
investigated with our STMs.

Specifications:
Temp:

5 K with Helium flow
Room-temperature

Magnet: 3.2 T high homogeneity magnet
Warm magnet bore
Cryogen-free magnet cooling
ESR:

8 - 12 GHz

ELDOR:

0 - 300 MHz

ENDOR:

0 - 200 MHz

ESR spectrum of a thin film of BDPA molecules on a mica
substrate indicating that we have reached the sensitivity for a
single molecular layer of spins.
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High-Performance Computing
Our theory team performs a significant amount of computational
work using publicly available, as well as in-house developed codes.

Hardware:
For fast and direct access to computational resources we
have installed a medium sized cluster based on DELL’s PowerEdge R640 platform running a multi-user LINUX-based environment. The demand for computational resources has steadily
grown, owing to larger systems or more complex calculations. To
keep up with these requirements, we have continuously upgraded our system to 8 nodes (272 CPU Cores and 2.6 TB of RAM in
total).
The team also relies on external computational facilities in
Korea and in Spain (DIPC/CFM, provided through our MOU) for
massively parallelized, expensive calculations.

Software:
Most of our calculations are performed using open-source
software. For ab initio calculations we mostly rely on Quantum
Espresso, a plane-wave DFT code with pseudopotentials. This
allows us to perform calculations for systems with up to ~1000
atoms.
DFT+Multiplet calculations were implemented using
Quantum Espresso, Wannier90 and a custom made multiplet
code, written in Fortran90.
For open-quantum system simulations we use the quantum toolbox in python (QuTiP), which is also open-source.

Theory Team Advisor:
Nicolas Lorente
(CFM/DIPC)
The QNS theory team works
in close collaboration with and under
regular consulting from Dr. Nicolas
Lorente, a senior scientist at CFM and
DIPC, Spain. The regular exchange has
proven to be a particularly effective
route to grow a theory team within QNS
without hiring a senior scientist for this
role. Before taking on the mantle of PI,
Christoph Wolf spent several months in
CFM in the group of N. Lorente during
his post-doc at QNS.

Future goals:
It is our goal to keep this
structure for the time being. When the
situation allows, we are also planning on
resuming the exchange of researchers
with CFM and DIPC to further grow
QNS as a global Hub for theoretical
efforts in the field of quantum coherent
nanoscience.

C. Wolf (left side) during a research stay
at CFM/DIPC with the group of N. Lorente,
Spain (2018)
Example of a DFT calculation setup.
Relaxed geometries of TiOPc on Ag for O-up and O-down configurations.
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Scanning NV-Center Magnetometer

Photo of our scanning NV magnetometer setup (left) and magnetic image with ODMR data obtained
from A, B, C spots of Pt transport device (right).

Instrumentation:
We have developed novel scanning probe
microscopy based on solid-state spin qubits, i.e. diamond
NV centers. There are two different approaches. First,
we incorporate a single diamond NV center at the tip
apex of diamond atomic force microscope. Since the
NV center is an atomic-size, sensitive magnetic sensor,
this approach enables us to image magnetic fields at the
nanometer scale. With this scanning magnetometer, we
have studied exotic magnetism in solid-state materials
such as 2D magnetism in TMDCs as well as mesoscopic
transport phenomena such as current dynamics in
graphene transport devices. The second approach is
coupling surface spins with subsurface diamond NV
center with the help of scanning probe microscopes.
For instance, by using STM or conductive-AFM, we
control spins associated with dangling bonds, adatoms,
or molecules on diamond surface and detect their spin
properties using NV centers located underneath the
diamond surface. This approach is geared towards
realizing heterogeneous qubit networks between
surface spins and subsurface NV centers.

consists of members from Korea University (diamond
NV experiment) and from IBS QNS (scanning probe
experiment) to maximally utilize the synergy between
two expert groups. In terms of the NV measurement,
we successfully have built confocal optics setup and
have tested various qubit control techniques, such
as: Optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR)
spectroscopy, Rabi nutation, Ramsey interferometry,
spin Hahn echo and dynamical decoupling.
To apply NV center to scanning probe
microscopy, we integrated a confocal microscopy with
a tuning fork based amplitude-modulated atomic force
microscopy (AM-AFM). The AM-AFM enables the NV
center of the tip to navigate over the sample surface
at the nanometer scale. The AFM probe is fabricated
from a single crystal diamond where a single NV center
is located at the tip apex of the probe. Total 9 axes
scanning/translating stages are used to manipulate
confocal optics, AFM probe tip and sample. The setup
is designed to operate from ambient room temperature
to ~ 6 K in high vacuum so that we can study the
evolution of magnetism or transport phenomena over
a wide range of temperature.

In order to realize these novel methods, we need
to combine quantum optics and qubit control techniques
with scanning probe methodologies. Our team
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ORACLE LT-AFM System
Fully home-built system
Received:
September 2019
First Results: February 2021

Key results:
•
•

Iron atoms on thin MgO insulating films
Spin-polarized switching of Ho on MgO

Specifications:
Temp:

8K

Magnet: 8 T perpendicular to sample surface
AFM:

Photo of Oracle.
Left part is to load a new sample and the middle part is a
preparation chamber to clean samples and grow insulator
films. The long tube on the right part is the sample transfer
rod to move a sample into the AFM/STM sitting 1 m deep
inside a dewar. The right part is the room temperature region
where we can evaporate single atoms onto cold samples. The
dewar is connected below the aluminum plate at the bottom
and sits in the pit of the concrete block.

Simultaneous measurement of STM and AFM signals on an
individual atomic spin on MgO.
The STM channel shows the tip height in the constant current
imaging mode. The AFM channels shows the frequency shift
measured with the q-Plus force detector (T = 8 K).
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q-Plus force sensor
Home-built cryogenic preamplifier

Oracle is one of our two AFM/STM systems, which
was refurbished and upgraded from an old STM that QNS
inherited from Professor Young Kuk’s lab at Seoul National
University. Oracle consists of two vacuum chambers
separated by a gate valve. The preparation chamber is
used to clean substrates and grow insulator films. The main
chamber has two parts. One is the room temperature part
at the top, where single atoms are evaporated onto cold
samples, and the other is the low temperature part for
AFM/STM, see figure. Oracle has a dewar-type cooling
system, where the AFM/STM is sitting 1 m deep inside
the dewar that is filled with liquid helium and contains a
single axis superconducting magnet. Once the dewar is
filled, it holds 3 days at 8 K. Oracle uses helium gas for heat
exchange in the space between the liquid helium bath and
the AFM/STM ultra-high vacuum chamber to enable the
thermal conduction and to isolate bubbling noise from the
cryogenic liquid. Oracle uses a q-plus sensor with metal
tip to operate AFM and STM simultaneously. The q-plus
sensor generates a charge signal when deflected, which
is converted to a voltage in our home-built preamplifier,
which is designed to operate at low temperature to reduce
electric noise. The preamplifier is installed 30 cm above the
AFM/STM inside the exchange gas can for AFM.
Oracle was moved to QNS in September 2019
but we waited for the AFM demonstration using Adam,
the proto-type AFM/STM system. We started to assemble
it in July 2020 and finished the STM test in February
2021 including spin-polarized tip fabrication. We are
in the process of measuring spin-dependent forces on
single magnetic atoms on a thin MgO film. Once we can
demonstrate the spin sensitivity, we are planning to equip
Oracle with ESR capabilities. If we can succeed in the near
future, it will be the first ESR-AFM system in the world.
We are looking forward to make another breakthrough in
QNS!

Infrastructure / Key Equipment

NAOMI LT-STM System
Commercial system
Received:
August 2017
First Results: March 2018

Key results:
•
•
•

Molecular qubits on various surfaces
Films of molecules on surfaces
Rare earth atoms on various surfaces

Specifications:
Temp: 8 K in continuous mode
Cryogen-free operation

Our LT-STM system dedicated to the
investigation of molecules on surfaces is nicknamed
“NAOMI” and is a commercial system, purchased from
RHK-Technology.
NAOMI is a closed cycle cryogen-free PanScan
STM system that operates in the range of 5×10-11 Torr.
The 8K chilled system runs uninterrupted and does not
require liquid cryogens, which was particularly important
to QNS before we were running our liquefier system.
It provides cost-free and non-stop low temperature
operations. The STM system is coupled with a preparation
chamber with a base pressure of 3×10-10 Torr, equipped
with a low electron energy diffraction (LEED) device. In
order to reduce the vibrations induced by the cold-head,
we built a very stiff structure to tie the cold-head to the
walls, see white structure in the upper section of the
figure.
The NAOMI STM gives access to fast paced,
high-resolution investigation on structure-properties
relationships for a variety of systems and libraries of
molecular spin qubits deposited on several substrates
(conductors, thin insulating films supported on metals,
semiconductors and superconductors).

The “Naomi” LT-STM system (top).
High resolution STM image of molecular spin qubit
candidates, VO-Pc molecules (middle). LEED pattern of a
highly ordered 2D array of molecular spin qubit (bottom).

Thanks to its fast operation it allows several
sample preparations per day and it is used for screening
of qubit systems of interest, while giving access to the
characterization of chemical properties, stability and
reactivity of molecular qubit architectures supported on
a surface.
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QNS Culture
“You cannot overstate the importance of culture.”
Don Eigler, at the 2017 advisory board meeting to identify the blueprint
for an ideal research center

Why We Focus so Much on Culture
In May 2017, we held our first advisory board meeting. Instead of a meeting to evaluate past performance,
the meeting was used to identify the characteristics of an ideal research center, so that we could adapt relevant
characteristics to the foundation of QNS.
After two days of meetings, the strong consensus was that organizational culture was the key determining
factor among the most ideal research centers in the world.

How We Developed our Culture
In order to determine the elements of QNS’s unique culture, we held an offsite meeting for all QNS employees
in June 2017 at Director Heinrich’s apartment. Every member contributed fully and equally to identifying the values
that would become the substance of QNS’s culture.
Now every new member learns about QNS’s culture at the very start of the First Day of QNS onboarding
session. Once corona restrictions relax enough, we plan to hold an offsite meeting with all current QNS members to
revisit the culture and identify any beneficial modifications. This keeps our culture relevant and thriving.
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Culture in the New Building
One of the characteristics of an ideal research center was identified as interaction among the researchers and
plenty of scientific discussion, both planned and through the luck of proximity interaction.
To facilitate this at QNS, we designed spaces in the new building’s interior to maximize interaction.

The HUB

•

This space is the heart of QNS. It feels like a comfortable living room where everyone immediately feels at
home. It was planned with plenty of discussion zones as well as copious whiteboard space.

•

At QNS, coffee is only available at Café Mina which is located in the Hub. The café was named for our first
purchasing and facilities manager in honor of her determined efforts to make so much of QNS possible.

Control Rooms
•

As covered in the Facilities part of the Infrastructure section, these control rooms are spaces where
researchers from all teams conduct their measurements at the same time. Discussions are welcome to further
understanding and identify new opportunities.

Whiteboards
•

Whiteboards are everywhere in
QNS, and covered with calculation
from discussions. At QNS, you are
never more than 30 seconds away
from a whiteboard.
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Corona: QNS Years 4 & 5
Six months after we moved into the new building, Corona hit. While we were thankfully spared from the
shutdowns that impacted so many of our colleagues around the world, we voluntarily restricted the number of people
in labs; forced meetings to be online; made the lively café into a ‘No mask=no talk” zone; and implemented social
distancing measures that were completely opposed to the culture of frequent and spontaneous communication that
we had worked so hard to foster.
The result was a public health success. Two members contracted Corona, but there was no spread within
QNS. Now that our members are fully vaccinated, we are cautiously optimistic that we can enjoy interactions and
discussions safely and our culture can come to full fruition.

Halloween Trick or Treat – Members have renamed this “QNS Night”
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Graduations

Farewell Parties
Online farewell party during Corona:

If you are interested in what it’s really like to be a postdoc
at QNS. Please scan the QR code or follow this link to the
Farewell Seminar given by recent departure, Xue Zhang.
Link: www.guru.qns.science/xue-zhang/
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Fostering QNS Diversity
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In order to have a truly international
research center, QNS’s excellent HR manager
provides a tremendous level of support for our
international members (see sidebar) without
neglecting our Korean members.
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Current Korean percentage is
higher than normal due to corona

Korea is not a historical scientific
destination for non-Korean researchers.
QNS appreciates the adventurous spirit of
researchers, domestic and international, who
are willing to entrust the next step of their
career to our Korean research center. In return,
we commit to doing everything we can toward
their success, both scientifically and personally.

Additionally,
QNS’s
international
members are diverse, coming from many
different countries and cultures (see pie chart).
We use our internal website to capture
and share resources to make life easier and
to meet the specific needs of all international
members.
In fact, IBS used some of our content
and assistance in developing their own resource
pages for IBS-wide international hires.

Gender Diversity
QNS enjoys a good gender mix among all of our teams,
especially the research team – where it is exceptional. We have
the responsibility to grow the skills and abilities of all our scientists
and to support the start of their careers, no matter where they
chose to make their next step.

55%
45%

Additional ways we encourage gender diversity at QNS:
•

•
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Parental leaves:
○ Director states his openness to parental leaves regularly
and personally
○ In 5 years: 6 parental leaves with an average duration of
10.8 months
○ We have welcomed 8 QNS babies since 2017, which is far
above the national fertility rate
Role models:
Career Coffees are held when senior female scientists come
to visit QNS. Questions from the students have included:
○ Career development
○ The possibility of having a family or work-life balance
○ Establishing themselves in a male-dominated field

Male

Female

Gender Distribution among QNS Scientists

Team / Fostering QNS Diversity

Examples of how QNS’s HR Support for International Members
Hiring process
1.

2.

QNS completes all possible working permit visa
processes in Korea. The new hires only need to
set the appointment with the local embassy and
take the paperwork we provide with them.
QNS completes all possible contract-related
documentation work, leaving only about 10%
for the new hires to handle with our assistance

We support the relocation process

We support the new hires to adapt
to Korean life in many ways
(However, we have not had some of those due to the
Corona-19 outbreak)
1.

International members gatherings to exchange
experiences and information (Quarterly)

2.

Hiking, Seoul city excursion where all QNS
members are welcome and encouraged to
attend

3.

Provide off-line Korean classes depending on
one’s level

1.

Purchase and provide a one-way flight ticket to
Korea

2.

QNS contracts with a moving company to
provide moving services to new hires

Annual support

3.

QNS makes a reservation at the dormitory
on campus for the new hires as a temporary
residence

1.

Annual tax preparation

2.

Bi-annual, mandatory national health check

3.

Visa renewals
Moving out process

4.

QNS provides a reservation of 2 weeks’ selfquarantine government facility during Corona

4.

5.

Directors/PIs personally purchase some fruits
and snacks to those who are in the 2 weeks’
self-quarantine to help them feel welcome (This
cannot be paid for through the budget)

At the end of the contract

Provide English-speaking real estate agency
information, and accompany new hires
throughout the process of finding housing,
negotiating and signing the contract

6.

We support inland hire process
1.

Provide documents for issuance of Alien
Registration Card and book the appointment
slots

2.

Accompany to the police office to issue the
required ‘sexual crime experience check reply’
document

3.

Prepare the relevant documents to open a bank
account and accompany new hires to set up
bank accounts

4.

Visit the cell phone company with the new hires
to help them with cell phone contracts

5.

Visit the local community center with the
new hires to issue ‘the certificate of alien
registration’

6.

Respond with assistance whenever
international hires face any issues throughout
their time at QNS

1.

Help with resignation documents

2.

Bank account closing

3.

Severance payment paperwork

4.

Help with tax adjustment due to the
termination of contract in the middle of year

5.

National pension lump-sum refund paperwork
depending on the visa type and nationality

6.

Help with finishing the housing contract

7.

Help with cleaning up the home appliance and
furniture and moving

8.

Do the exit interview and farewell seminar

Advanced beginner level Korean language class 2018
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Organizational Structure
QNS was originally conceived to operate with
three equal directors, much like a small Max Planck
Institute. This structure was promised at the founding
of the center. However, it quickly became clear that
the ministry would not approve a co-director system.
Therefore, we tried to hire at the associate director
level. All three hiring attempts failed over a 3-year time
span, one candidate did not pass the SEC review and two

others did not join after long discussions and reviews.
Director Heinrich believes that it is not possible to bring
internationally competitive associate directors to QNS
under the current IBS rules. Hence, QNS decided to
strengthen its internal PI system. Maybe in the future,
some of those PIs can become associate directors of QNS.

Teams within QNS
Research Teams
PIs
QNS functions as a collaborative group of PI-led
projects with a flat hierarchy.
•

Director Heinrich acts as a sounding board,
mentor, and guide for the research team.
○

•

The PIs act as a leadership team to address center
policies, such as Corona guidelines
○
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Nicolas Lorente from DIPC in Spain advises
the theory team in lieu of a theory co/associate
director

Funds for QNS have been used to develop
the projects for this group of early career
researchers’ projects instead of the funds
being concentrated in one person (Director
Heinrich).

Flat hierarchy collaborative teamwork
among QNS research groups

Team / Organizational Structure

Postdocs
•

Most postdocs are international
○

•

Koreans who want to do an English language
postdoc typically leave Korea

Andreas acts as their supervisor,
○

After an initial introduction period, postdocs
develop their own research project within a
research group led by one of our PIs.

Students
•

All students receiving a degree from Ewha are
female. We have had three male students: One
from Korea University, one from KAIST, and one
from Politecnico di Milano in Italy.
When QNS started, many people shared concerns
about students. These fit into two categories:
○

Too few - since the total number of Ewha
physics students per year is approx. 20

○

Quality - Would the students be good enough?

► After 5 years, the answer is: our students are
doing a great job and we are very happy with
their talent, drive, and growing abilities!

Support Teams
Engineering Team
•

Support instrument construction,

•

Optimize the operation of the building

•

Provide liquid helium with 94% recovery rate

“Let the scientists focus
on the science!”

Operations Team

- Operations Team Motto

•

Mature team of experienced professionals with mixed university
and industry work experience

•

Removing every possible administrative burden from researchers
(including students)
○ To make this possible, QNS hired a person for Ewha’s
purchasing office to handle our purchasing in a timely
manner

•

Dealing with two external administrations (Ewha and IBS) each
with their own regulations

•

The director of operations was previously a strategy and
management consultant and former executive in finance The Ops Award was presented in our all hands
and marketing roles. Her skills have proven crucial to QNS’s meeting to the researcher who made it easiest for
the Operations Team to support their needs.
establishment and development.
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Personnel
QNS started on January 2017 with 5 employees who had joined in Q3 & Q4 of 2016. We quickly and successfully
hired, and that team has stabilized and developed in a short period of time.
Note that the student population is listed separately on the following page.

QNS Personnel Growth
in First 5 Years

Director
Administrative Personnel
Technical Personnel
PIs
Researchers
Postdocs
Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Recruiting and Fostering
Next-generation of Scientific Leaders
Student development
At Ewha Womans University, QNS is developing
the next generation of quantum scientists. All our
students are heavily involved in designing and
building novel instrumentation. By doing this, QNS is
developing their foundation to envision and develop
new instruments that can create key breakthroughs.
Our students are deeply involved in the
research excellence of the center through conducting
experiments independently. Students are key
contributors to the in-depth whiteboard discussions.
Even shy students are required to ask questions
in group situations in order to gain credits toward
fulfillment of their degrees.
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As another key element of career development,
our students present their group’s research to all of
QNS in our semi-monthly Research Update Meetings.
To train and hone speaking skills, QNS developed
its own four-module speakers training program.
Finally, students are trained in another key career
requirement, paper writing. They write their own
papers with mentoring from senior researchers.
Some initial results for our small number of
student alumni are successful moves to well-known
European research groups – including some with
funding awards and jobs in industry with high-profile
employers.

Team / Recruiting and Fostering Next-generation of Scientific Leaders

Growth in Student Numbers

25

Age Distribution at QNS

22

20
15

20 - 29

24

10

30 - 39

7

5
Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

3

Y5

40 - 49
50+

Undergraduates
Masters
PhD

QNS developed a Speaker Traning Program:

Early Career Development
QNS’s group leaders meet independently of the director as a leadership team. The leadership team has been
responsible for QNS’s very effective Corona response. As the world has experienced, making and enforcing the
policies for the safety of communities has been a daunting challenge. The team has grown their leadership skills
and teamwork through this long process.
QNS provided an internally-led management training for the first group of supervisors who were new to
leading teams. QNS also offered internally-led time management courses.
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Student Profile: Hong BUI
Hong Bui is a graduate student from Vietnam.
She joined QNS in 2018 and works on Quantum
Properties of Individual Spin System on Surfaces
using one of our ESR-STM systems.
Q: What are some highlights of working at QNS
for you?
A: I think it is a harmonious combination of
Western and Eastern working styles. The second
is that full equipment and machines allow us to
operate and study new ideas ourselves. There are
many events (such as seminars, workshops... and
parties) with the participation of leading experts,
opening opportunities to exchange and learn
more knowledge.
Q: What have you learned at QNS?
A: I have learned a lot about physics and specialized
knowledge related to the Atomic World such as
quantum physics, quantum computing, and so on.
I have been trained and practiced many soft skills:
presentation skills, how to work in groups, and
how to build relationships with colleagues and
teachers. And last but not least, our center has
a lot of people from different countries, as well
as myself as an international student, it is very
interesting to exchange and learn about different
cultures.
Q: What has been the hardest for you at QNS?
A: When I first started working at QNS, which
is one of the “World-class” centers with difficult
research topics. It requires people to have not
only a solid knowledge base but also a quick
acquisition and great effort. This is really a
challenge for new graduate students like me.
However, I believe challenges always go hand in
hand with opportunities.

Q: What has made you the happiest at QNS?
A: Discussion for a deeper understanding of physics,
I think. I love those moments when I find
something and show it to everyone. It makes me
feel more interested and curious about physics.
In addition, BBQ at our Hub or parties are happy
times for me, we joke, sing, and cook together. It’s
like something special that makes me feel like I’m
at home, like I don’t live far from my family.
Q: What have you found most surprising?
A: I used to think that high-level scientists like
Andreas would be very serious, dry, and be
difficult to talk to until I worked here. They are
professional in the work, but very sociable, funny
and extremely enthusiastic at parties.

IBS Young Scientist Fellowship (YSF)
QNS will begin hosting one YSF starting in November 2021. QNS postdoc, Luciano Colazzo was awarded this
prestigious grant and will lead the project, ‘On-Surface Quantum Chemistry’.
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Young Researcher Awards
Financial:
2018

Feodor Lynen Scholarship
Alexander-von-Humboldt Foundation

Postdoc
Philip Willke

2020

Marie Skłodowska-Curie COFUND program
called QUSTEC*

Student
Safa Ahmed

2020

Marie Skłodowska-Curie COFUND program
called QUSTEC*

Student
Daria Sostina

2020

Emmy Noether Programme,
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG)

Postdoc
Philip Willke

2021

IBS Young Scientist Fellowship (YSF)

Postdoc
Luciano Colazzo

Gerhardt Ertl Young Investigator Award

Postdoc
Philip Willke

Career awards:
2020

Student awards:
QNS students have won 6 presentation awards from the Korean Physical Society and the Korean Magnetic
Society and one alumna won the 2020 Best Thesis Prize from Ewha’s Physics Department.
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Alumni
Starting in 2022, QNS will launch an alumni engagement program to continue camaraderie through meaningful
exchange. As part of this, we will hold an annual alumni symposium at QNS in Seoul. This event will be organized by
current students, in order for them to build their relationships with QNS alumni, and to guarantee that their interests
are met. QNS will also host dinners at conferences where many QNS members are in attendance, such as the German
Physical Society Spring Meeting.

QNS Students
Name

Current Affiliation / Country

Position

Awards

Daria Sostina

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) - Germany

PhD student

Marie Curie
Fellowship (2020)

Jinoh Jung

Foundry Metrology Science & Engineering Team,
Samsung Electronics - Korea

Staff Engineer

Minhee Choi

DS Foundry R&D (Research & Development) Team,
Samsung Electronics - Korea

Staff Engineer

Safa Lamia Ahmed

Institute of Quantum Materials and Technology,
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) - Germany

PhD student

Shinjae Nam

Institute of Experimental and Applied Physics,
University of Regensburg - Germany

PhD student

Yejin Jeong

Technology Engine of Science(TES) - Korea

Staff Engineer

Marie Curie
Fellowship (2020)

Students who completed research stays at QNS
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Name

Current Affiliation / Country

Position

Georg Traeger

IV. Physical Institute, Georg-August-University
in Göttingen - Germany

PhD student

Ester Nijrolder

Institute of Molecules and Materials,
Radboud University - Netherlands

Graduate Student

Tobias Bilgeri

Laval Science AG - Switzerland

Quantitative
Researcher

Awards

Team / Alumni

QNS Postdocs
Name

Current Affiliation / Country

Position

Awards

Aparajita Singha

Nanoscale science department, Max Planck
Institute for Solid State Research - Germany

Scientific Group
Leader

Integrated Quantum
Science and Technology
(IQST) Young Researcher
Grant (2021)

Bonggyu Shin

Nanoscale science department, Max Planck
Institute for Solid State Research - Germany

Postdoctoral
Researcher

Daehyun Kim

Development of EVEN Team(QD OLED),
Samsung Display(SDC) - Korea

Staff Engineer

Junhong Park

Physics Department,
Gyeongsang National University - Korea

Assistant
Professor

Mário Ribeiro

CNRS, Spintec - France

Postdoctoral
Researcher

Philip Willke

Physikalisches Institut,
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) - Germany

Research Group
Leader

Taner Esat

Peter Grünberg Institute (PGI-3),
Forschungszentrum Jülich - Germany

Postdoctoral
Researcher

Wonjun Jang

Nanoelectronics Lab, Samsung Advanced Institute
of Technology (SAIT) - Korea

Staff Researcher

Xue Zhang

Institute of Spin Science and Technology, South
China University of Technology - China

Assistant
Professor

Name

Current Affiliation / Country

Position

Anthony D’Aleo

The Institut de Physique et de Chemie des
Matériaux de Strasbourg(IPCMS),
CNRS-University of Strasbourg - France

Associate
Professor

Young Kuk

Daegu Gyeongbuk Institute of Science
and Technology(DGIST) - Korea

President

Emmy-Noether Program
of the German Science
Foundation (DFG)
(2020)

Professors
Awards
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Honors and Awards

82

Year

Honors and Awards

Recipient

2018

Excellent National R&D Performance
Korean Ministry of Science and ICT

Andreas Heinrich
on behalf of QNS

2018

2018 Performance Evaluation Award
Korean Ministry of Science and ICT

Andreas Heinrich
on behalf of QNS

2018

Feodor Lynen Scholarship
Alexander-von-Humboldt Foundation

Postdoc
Philip Willke

2018

Max-Auwaerter Award
Austrian Physical Society

PI/Professor
Fabio Donati

2018

Joseph F. Keithley Award
American Physical Society

Director
Andreas Heinrich

2018

Feynman Prize
Foresight Institute

Director
Andreas Heinrich

2018

Young Vacuum Scientist Prize,
Korean Vacuum Society

Postdoc
Wonjun Jang

2020

Marie Skłodowska-Curie COFUND
program called QUSTEC

Student
Safa Ahmed

2020

Marie Skłodowska-Curie COFUND
program called QUSTEC

Student
Daria Sostina

2020

Emmy Noether Programme,
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG)

Postdoc
Philip Willke

2020

Heinrich Rohrer Medal [Grand Medal],
Surface Science Society of Japan

Director
Andreas Heinrich

2020

Gerhardt Ertl Young
Investigator Award

Postdoc
Philip Willke

2021

IBS Young Scientist Fellowship (YSF)

Postdoc
Luciano Colazzo

2021

Karl Friedrich Bonhoeffer Award Lecture

Director
Andreas Heinrich

Team / Honors and Awards

Andreas Heinrich
Joseph F. Keithley Award 2018 For Advances
in Measurement Science from the American
Physical Society (APS)

Andreas Heinrich on behalf of QNS
Excellent National R&D Performance
Korean Ministry of Science and ICT

Fabio Donati
Max-Auwaerter Award
Austrian Physical Society

Andreas Heinrich
‘Karl Friedrich Bonhoeffer Award Lecture’ at
Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry,
Germany.
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IDENTITY
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Public Outreach and Science
Communication Activities
QNS believes in increasing public understanding of quantum
nanoscience as part of repaying Korean taxpayers for their support of
IBS. QNS is very active with public outreach for this reason.
Our team develops strategies to develop educational content
and engage with public audiences in a way that does not require
time or input from our researchers, with the exception of promoting
research results.
Students are sometimes involved in outreach, specifically the
art contest which uses the help of our students who have an interest
in art. They find this additional work fulfilling and it contributes to
their overall enjoyment and learning at QNS.
QNS runs two projects to engage with the Korean public:
•

QNS developed a nanoscience curriculum being offered to all Korean middle schools and also delivered directly
by QNS

•

An art contest for artists to learn and express the scientific concepts of quantum nanoscience in their own voice.

QNS also actively works with the media to promote results and leverages social media to interact globally with other
scientists and the world at large.

Programs for the Korean Public
Middle School Nanoscience Curriculum
2019 – ongoing | 3 years | www.qns.science/nanokomik/

3 300

middle schools
received the resources

450

teachers downloaded
the resources

220

participating
students

QNS created a fun, hands-on nanoscience
curriculum that can be taught both in person and online.
QNS distributed the curriculum to all 3,300 middle schools
in Korea and 450 science teachers have downloaded the
resources.
QNS also teaches the curriculum directly online.
It is very popular, with 220 students from all over Korea
applying for only 210 spots. The reward for the most
engaged students is a visit to QNS. Since this program
started during Corona these tours have been virtual so far,
and we hope that will change in the near future.
“Before this course, I thought that science is just a tough subject full of facts to memorize. During the course, my
understanding of science changed from the inside out. I was amazed when I learned that nanoscience is about tiny
atoms, molecules, building/controlling structures with them, and making devices/systems out of them. I became so
excited about them! I am very grateful to QNS.”
- Haelin Jung, Songok Middle School student
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QNS Biannual Art Contests
2019 – ongoing | 3 years
QNS founded an art contest where we teach
artists the key concepts in our field. The artists create art
to express these in their own voice making them more
approachable for the general public. Artists also promote
their quantum nanoscience works through their galleries
and social media channels.

Results:
•

Received 30,000,000 KRW value in earned media on
key online platforms (Naver, etc…) per contest

•

Increased QNS website traffic by 20%

•

Student talks to artists about quantum nanoscience
topics:
○ 120 artists attended
○ 30 min talk followed by an in-depth Q&A
session of 90 mins showing deep interest in
understanding the topics presented

•

Participation:
○ 2019: 400 participating artists with 70 artworks
○ 2021: 250 participating artists

•

150 attendees for exhibition and lab tour in 2019

Goal:
•
•

Increase awareness of QNS
Make quantum nanoscience more understandable
for the general public

Cost:
•

Total budget of 30,000,000 KRW per each contest
(2019 and 2021)

Art Contest “The World of Quantum”
2019 | Year 3 | www.qns.science/art2019/
•

An article written by QNS student, Jinkyung Kim, titled “How Do
Art and Quantum Nanoscience Connect” received 15,000 views.

•

The free advertisement available by promoting the contest
reached up to 8,800,000 followers on Naver. Naver is the largest
portal website in Korea.

•

400 people participated in the contest and 5 artists won prizes
totaling 9 million KRW.

•

QNS held an exhibition with 44 art pieces by the first-round
winners. During the exhibition, QNS hosted the “Open Lab” event.
150 people visited QNS to appreciate the artwork and have a short
lab tour. The contest winners and QNS researchers explained their
work to the guests.

Art Contest “Spin Art”
2021 | Year 5 | www.qns.science/art/
QNS’s second art contest, “Spin Art” is aimed at understanding and artistically
expressing the spin in quantum mechanics. To promote the contest, QNS student and
artist, Kyungju Noh, created an engaging comic with a character named Spin. Spin tells
the audience about his life and the quantum world he is living in. This comic became
popular online. To educate artists about art and spin, QNS student, Jinkyung Kim again
wrote a well-received article and gave a talk, this time showing spin concepts through
the lens of renowned artworks of René Magritte.
250 participants applied for the first round and 7 artworks won prizes. The
winners were presented inthe exhibition called “Beyond the Lens” hosted by IBS and
Seoul Institute of the Arts. This exhibition was a very meaningful celebration of the
IBS’s 10 th anniversary and the Seoul Institute of the Art’s 60th anniversary.
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Promoting Results via Media Coverage
2017 – ongoing

400+

Media outlets,
incl. New York Times, KBS

12+

Television coverage

QNS was covered in more than 400 media outlets
including New York Times and the Korean national
broadcasting channel KBS.
QNS invited science reporter Eun Jung Lee of
Korean broadcaster KBS to explain how scientific news
is produced and how research centers increase their
chances of being covered. QNS’s media outreach efforts
were acknowledged as the best case among IBS centers.
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2

Press conferences
hosted by QNS

In 2018, QNS’s outreach manager Sunny Kim
gave an invited talk at the IBS Workshop on Scientific
Communications for the public relations/outreach staff
of all IBS centers.

Identity / Public Outreach and Science Communication Activities

Communicating with Korea and the World
Social Media
Actively running social media is important for
interacting with the public worldwide. QNS’s YouTube
has over 90,000 views and Facebook has 1,950 followers.
The popular “Science Talk!” series and “Building STM
with LEGO” project are great examples of QNS education
outreach.

•

QNS’s Facebook audience is 75% male
○ Started Facebook March 2017 – currently 1950
followers and over 260 posts

•

QNS’s Instagram audience is 50% female
○ Started Instagram March 2018 – currently
410+ followers and 200+ posts

Social media allows QNS to interact globally with
many different audiences:

•

QNS’s YouTube
○ Started YouTube February 2017 – currently
1250+ subscribers and 75 videos
○ 90,000 views
○ 3,800 hours of watch time

•

QNS’s LinkedIn
○ 360+ followers

•

98% of QNS Twitter’s audience is from overseas this is the prime platform scientists use to interact on
social media
○ Started Twitter March 2018 – currently 290+
followers and over 300 posts

QNS’s YouTube Channel
@QNSscience | www.youtube.com/c/QNSScience
QNS created an educational YouTube series, called “Science Talk” to teach audiences about quantum
nanoscience. It amounts to 40% of the views on our channel.

QNS’s Top 3 watched YouTube videos:

Science Talk: What is Nanoscience/
Nanotechnology?

Hyperfine Animation

A Day in the Life of a Quantum
Nanoscience Researcher

37,000+ views

4,600+ views

4,600+ views

Inspiring Creativity and Interaction within QNS!
2020 | #buildingSTM | www.qns.science/building-stm/
In a delightful development, a QNS technician and researcher surprised
us by photographing Lego figures in an STM during construction. We then turned
the photographs into a series called “Building STM with LEGO” that describes
what goes into building an STM and how it works.
It became very popular on social media and was even shared by an
unrelated vacuum manufacturer extending the reach significantly. Many people
who saw these posts continued to the QNS website to engage more with the
center. And the STM construction was completed successfully and on schedule.
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Non-scientific Visitors
EU Science Counselors Meeting
QNS hosted a meeting of EU science counselors in
January 2020. Twenty advisors attended the meeting. The
counselors appreciated the rare opportunity for a lab tour
to engage with the science not just the policy.
As a result, the Norwegian, German, and
France ambassadors requested to visit QNS. We could
unfortunately not honor all requests due to Corona
restrictions that followed shortly.

Forschungszentrum Jülich Building Delegation
When the leaders of the Forschungszentrum Jülich
came to sign the MOU with QNS, they were very impressed
by our new building. Since they are embarking on building
their own quantum research center, they requested to
send a delegation of researchers, architects, and engineers
to QNS to discuss the design and construction processes as
well as special considerations.
They came to visit in late Feb. of 2020, which
coincided with the Corona outbreak in Korea. Despite this,
the majority of the delegation stayed about a week to learn
more about our research, as well as the engineering system
and our building structures.

Visit by the German Ambassador
The German Ambassador visited QNS in February 2021. The Ambassador was really interested in QNS’s lab
spaces and research in quantum science.
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